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SUMMARY 
There is a long tradition of using statistical methods 
for analysis of data in textile quality control and research* 
Little use is made, however, of digital computers in 
implementing the more sophisticated, powerful and time saving 
statistical methods* 
In this thesis the current status of statistical methods 
used in textiles has been reviewed as Is reflected in the 
survey of current literature and research activities at the 
School of Textile Engineering. 
Many of the major areas of statistical analysis are 
covered in this report, including measures of central value 
and dispersion, regression and correlation, and hypotheses 
testing* Special attention has beer* paid to the man-computer 
interaction, and to the relative merits of using available 
program packages, in particular tie Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS). Selected methods have been 
illustrated by giving examples of their application to 
practical problems in textiles. Steps for using computers 
for statistical analysis have been exemplified. The 
implementation of new and fast developing calculation devices 
like programmable calculators and microcomputers in 
statistical analysis is also discussed. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement Of The Problem 
Textile quality control and research involves extensive 
experimental work and collection of large amount of data. 
Analysis of data and decision making is usually very time 
consuming. Also the results cannot oe fully exploited if the 
analysis is not exhaustive and accurate. 
A good Knowledge of statistical methods is required to 
draw the correct conclusions from test results. This work 
could be tedious for those who are not well acquainted with 
statistics. Even with knowledge 3f statistical methods, it 
is difficult to do the calculations jsing only desk or pocket 
calculators. Computers can simplify the mathematical work 
but developing computer programs for complicated statistical 
procedures is not within the capability of many quality 
control managers and textile researchers. 
This thesis describes the most often used statistical 
methods in a simplified manner and suggests the easiest way 
to use a computer for handling them. In addition to the 
usual descriptive statistics, simple frequency distributions 
and histograms, this report contains procedures for simple 
correlation, partial correlation, means and variances for 
subpopulations, oneway and n-way analysis of variance, 
multiple regression, scatter diagrams, and factorial 
2 
analys is* 
The Intellectual process of Indjctive research ideally 
goes thru the following stages ti6J i 
i. The researcher begins Kith a set of ideas concerning 
the operation of certain aspects of technical 
reality. This involves the isolation of variables 
at the conceptual level and the formation of some 
general notions concerning their interreI atlonshios 
and causal effect upon each other. 
2« An empirical data base is generated* containing 
indicators of the conceptJal variables in which the 
researcher Is interested* 
3. The researcher then formulates more concrete 
hypotheses concerning what pattern of 
interrelationships should be found in the empirical 
indicators it the original ideas about the operation 
of technical reality were correct. 
<•• The data are then analyzed using one or more of a 
variety of statistical techniques in order to 
determine whether the expected pattern of 
relationships can actually ie discerned in the data. 
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Most often it is then discovered that at best the actual 
patterns in the data only partially reflect the original 
concepts* Conceptions are altered in light of the empirical 
findings and further analysis is performed to test these 
ideas* The data suggest new ideas* which in turn suggest new 
analysis. This iterative process continues in the hope that 
the researcher will be able to reach an understanding of 
interrelationships and cause and effect as they are reflected 
in the pattern of the data* It is then obvious that faster 
computation methods provide greater scope to draw 
conclusions* 
The flow of large amounts of information and extensive 
information processing is characterstic for statistical 
analyses and the use of computers as powerful man-made 
information processing devices is an obvious choice* The 
main objective of this thesis is to show how the computer can 
be used efficiently for statistical calculations in textiles 
at present time and in an environment serviced by a large 
computer like Georgia Tech*s Cyber 7k* 
Thus* the problem we attempted to solve during the work 
on this thesis was two foldi (l) to summarize the state of 
the art in using statistical methods in textile research and 
qualty control and* (2) to introduce textile scientist or 
engineer to the use of the computer for this purpose. The 
rest of this chapter deals with the first item and most of 
the remaining part of the thesis deals with the use of the 
k 
"Statistical Package for Social Sciences" (SPSS) in 
statistical computation* which* as Mill be explained later, 
seems to be the best tool for given purpose [16]. 
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i«2 Review of literature 
Statistics is the art and science of gathering* 
analyzing and making inferences from data. The foundations 
of mathematical statistics have been laid in 19th and first 
half of 20th century by Gauss (method of least squares)* 
Fisher (design of experiments)* Wald (quality control) and 
others. Progress In science* technology and government 
control stimulated the development of a large variety of 
statistical theories and methods which are widely used in 
experimentation* decision making and control in practically 
every field of human endeavor. Tie statistical methods can 
be classified as follows H*ktk51 t 
i. The analysis of statistical data with the help of 
frequeny distributions* histograms* measures of 
location* measures of variation* skewness and 
kurtosis. 
2. The probability and probability distribution. 
3. Sampling and sampling distribution like normal 
distribution* Student's T - distribution* chi-square 
distribution and Fisher's F - distribution. 
**• Statistical estimation for one-sided and two-sided 
confidence intervals, 
5. Statistical hypothesis testing by establishing a 
decision rule» testing hypotheses about means, 
testing hypotheses about the proportions and testing 
variances. 
6. Regression analysis and correlation which involves 
scatter diagram, linea~ curve fitting and 
curvilinear curve fitting* 
7. Analysis of variance for testing difference of 
several means, two variables classification and 
additivity in the two-variable-classification model* 
3. Nonparametric statistics related to contingency 
table, the sign test, rank test, the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and Corner test for 
association. 
A review of statistical methods used in textile quality 
control and research reveals that different statistical 
methods are used to varing degrees as shown below t 
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1. Commonly used methods t Mean* standard deviation* 
coefficient of variation, 
2» Occasionally used methods » Student's T-test for 
comparison of two sets of data* F-test for detecting 
difference between two standard deviations* analysis 
of variance and regression analysis* 
3. Rarely used methods » Factorial analysis of variance 
and chi-square tests* The application of these two 
important methods has been described in this report 
with illustrations. 
There are several textbooks and monographs concerned 
entirely or partially with applications of mathematical 
statistics to textiles* as listed below » 
1. Physical Methods of Textile Testing 143] by J.E. 
Sooth* It explains only the basic statistics viz 
mean* standard deviation* coefficient of variation* 
confidence intervals* T-test and F-test, 
2. An Outline of Statistical Methods used in the 
Textile Industry [3] by A. Brearley, This covers a 
wide range of statistical methods used in textile 
8 
quality control* In addtion to the above mentioned 
statistical methods it also describes analysis of 
variance and simple linear, multiple linear and 
curvilinear regression analysis* 
3* Introduction to Physical Textile Testing by W* 
Waters C22J* Elementary statistical analysis such 
as measures of central tendencies* measures of 
dispersion and usefulness of control charts have 
been discussed in this book. 
4* Statistical Methods for Textile Technologists by T» 
Murphy, et al • C241* It includes introduction to 
statistical reasoning in textile work and is 
intended to be a practical handbook of statistical 
methods for jse in the day-to-day work of testing 
and experimenting in the mill* 
Many general and special methods were described in 
periodical literature, usually in connection with particular 
technical and research problems to which they were applied. 
Appropriate statistical techniques useful in the 
research laboratory were presented in a concise form by A* 
Brearley in 1949 [3]* In 1959, £nrick and Lawrence described 
the effective use of basic statistical methods like mean, 
standard deviation and F-test for evaluation of significance 
9 
of difference in two sets of data at various stages in 
textiles t51• In 1962* Enrick also described the application 
of Variation Flow Analysis (VFA) for quality control [61. 
Reduced product variability, improved uniformity and 
strength* fewer ends down* better weaveroom performance and 
improved appearance of yarn and fabric are some of the 
advantages of VFA« 
The first approach to data analysis is to compute the 
central values and variation t6»f]» This further helps in 
evaluation of the significance of a difference in two test 
averages £5]« 
Little has described a unlqje method of detecting 
abnormal breakage rate in spinning C15]« It Is observed that 
the frequency of end breaks in spinning follows a Poisson 
distribution if no systemetic source of variation is present. 
Therefore out-of-controI end breaks can be detected by 
comparing actual distribution of breaks with expected Poisson 
distribution by chl-square test. The Southern Regional 
Research Center of the U«S« Department of Agriculture has 
prepared a FORTRAN program applicable to an IBM 1620 digital 
computer. It can be used to generate the Poisson 
distribution of any number of spindias on a spinning frame 
for total number of breaks ranging from 1 thru 100C [15]. 
Borwankar has described essential requirements for a 
good design of experiment 121. One of the obvious 
requirements is the randomization of experiment. 
Randomization makes a test of significance valid by 
eliminating bias* and making it appropriate to analyze the 
data. Also the importance of replication is discussed. 
When the variance of a group of items before treatment 
is to be compared with the variance of the same group after 
the treatment* it is necessary that random character of 
sampling is preserved. The necessity of randomized design of 
experiments is explained by Cochran 1393 in his paper on 
"Testing two correlated variances". 
Duckworth and Wyatt 120 3 have explained quick tests for 
the population mean and the comparision of two population 
means. A rapid method for analysis is also described. Ways 
of predicting the number of trials required in certain 
circumstances are given. 
Mande! and Lashof have presented a new approach for the 
analysis of inter Iaboratoy studies of test methods 1213• 
Various sources of variability in test methods are first 
reexamined and a new general scheme to account for them is 
proposed. 
Duncan [25J, Enrick [2<fJ* Peterson [271 and Box [28] 
have illustrated quality control program and industrial 
statistics, containing a simplified set of procedures for use 
of new techniques of obtaining an optimum combination of 
variables for accomplishing a desired end product, such as 
highest quality, greatest yield or minimum waste. 
Vaidya I3C] has described statistical methods for the 
il 
textile application of decision making in his paper entitled 
"Statistical quality control as a management technique. The 
study distinguishes between random and systematic variation 
and gives statistical techniques to use for valid 
interpretation of end breakage data in spinning and weaving 
processes. 
Burrows 1331 has explained methods of setting tolerance 
limits under different assumtions, and tables for this 
purpose are provided. This is very widely used in 
preparation of control charts for textile processes. 
Goodman 1361 and Bartholomew tkil have suggested methods 
for testing null hypothesis when sample is treated as a 
random variable. Methods for obtaining simultaneous 
confidence intervals for estimating the magnitude of the 
three factor interaction in a three-way contingency tables 
are developed. 
A least square interactive method of fitting data to a 
model is described by Veroeck £181 in his work on the 
determination of spinning quality parameters. An actual 
spinning quality parameter analysis is described In datall 
and all results relating fiber and yarn properties are 
tabulated. 
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1.3 Justification of the Thesis 
The statistical methods used in this School of Textile 
Engineering were surveyed in order to evaluate how the 
computer could be used to simplify and speed up the process 
of data analysis. Sixty two thesis of textile graduates from 
past 9 years were studied* It was found that Zk of them had 
used statistical methods for the analysis of experimental 
data. Most of the researchers had used only basic statistics 
like mean» variance and coefficient of variation t<*6 thru 
5<+]» vague terms such as "slightly better", "very less" were 
used for comparing the results. It would have been more 
appropriate to use t«test for comparison of data and show the 
statistical significance level of the difference between the 
results. The process of statistical significance also 
eliminates the difference due to chaTce fluctuations. 
Five researchers had used the analysis of variance for 
decision making 155 thru 591. Mauldin had repeated analysis 
of variance four times to compare the effect of dyeing 
processes on color difference 155]. This could have been 
done by SPSS in one step. Four had used regression analysis 
for predicting the relationship between different parameters 
161 thru 65J« Bates 1663 and Ko I61J not only formulated the 
curvilinear regressions but also evaluated the validity of 
the coefficients. Pul is [62], and Sakai C6<+] have not tested 
the level of significance of regression coefficients. The 
analysis of variance and regression analysis is very time 
consuming and the same can be done more quicKly and 
accurately with the help of SPSS. 
Syen [63] used linear regression for modeling an 
influence of twist multiplier and combing roller speed on 
energy consumtion, yarn strength and yarn extension in ooen 
end spinning* Neither standard error of the regression 
coefficients was evaluated, nor any attempt was made to test 
the significance level of the line of regression* In fact, 
according to the illustrations some of the experimental data 
strongly Indicate nonlinear relationships and some of them do 
not indicate any functional relationship at all* 
Coff 1711 used regression analysis for establishing a 
relationship between panel areas, waists and in-seam lengths 
of trousers based on incomplete data concerning panel areas 
in markers with different combinations of sizes. The use of 
SPSS would speed up the procedure (see chapter VI). 
A comprehensive survey of the jse of statistical methods 
in the above mentioned 2k theses is given in table 1 with 
comments concerning possible improvements. If the 
researchers were using SPSS* they would save much of their 
time and effort and at the same time they would exploit much 
more information generated in the process of experimentation. 
In some cases their conclusions could have been firmer* in 
some other cases they could have been saved from questionable 
conclusions or they could have enhanced the credibility and 
!<• 
validity of their results by additional experiments* 
There are understandable reasons why they did not use 
computer more extensively and why in particular they did not 
use SPSS or similar package. Early in the surveyed period 
convenient computing facilities or SPSS were not available. 
In recent years the major obstacle was the amount of 
Knowledge and degree of involvement necessary for using the 
computer; this was incompatible with the researchers* 
bacKground and workload. It applies not only to writing 
original programs in FORTRAN but also to the use of SPSS 
which was supposed to ease the programming burden. 
The fact that the most common statistical methods along 
with computation procedures are explained in the SPSS Manual 
does not encourage or help the potential user. The 
disadvantages of the manual are as follows! 
1. It is voluminous (660 pages). It can not be used by 
parts as a reference material on particular subject 
of interest. In factf it makes no sense unless 
studied from the very first page to the last. 
2. It is not possible for a casual user to study the 
whole manual and master tne techniques. It is too 
time consuming. A user woJld prefer to analyze the 
data manually to using SPSS if he has to spend a lot 
of time learning it. 
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3. SPSS Manual contains too nany details which are not 
essential for textile research and quality control 
t*. Brief description of statistical methods precedes 
its SPSS comoutational procedure. But these 
statistical methods are not illustrated and are of 
little value to the beginner. 
In contrast to the above disadvantages of SPSS Manual* 
the main features of this report are » 
i. This report Intends to be snort and precise. 
2. All the unnecessary details of S»SS procedure are 
avoided in order to make it simple and easy to 
understand. 
3. Most of the statistical methods required for 
research and quality control are included in this 
report. 
^. Statistical methods are explained* illustrated and 
SPSS procedure for the same illustrations Is 
presented in the Appendices. 
This all should Justify a recommendation to use SPSS as 
well as the approach to presenting its features to a 
potential user, However, we must mention for the sake of 
fairness that SPSS is not the last word in mathematical 
statistics oriented program packages. In fact, there are 
quite a few in existence already and many others to come* We 
have selected the SPSS because it is fairly comprehensive and 
powerfult and because it is avail abe at the Georgia Tech's 
Cyber 7k» It also has its disadvantages, some of them due to 
original orientation to cards and batch processing (one can 
imagine a truly interactive system, more powerful and easier 
to learn and use)» This is an additional reason for an 
occasional user not to get involved in studying numerous 
detaiIs« 
Table 1. Statistical Methods Used by Researchers as Reflected In Theses 
Author Year Ref. Work Description Statistics Used Comments 
Promer, E.D. 68 51 Effect of Spinning Processes on Fiber Bundle Strength 
& Single Fiber Strength 
Mean, Std.dev., C.V.Z Should use T-test 
Gunther, D.H. 68 58 Effect of Normal Force Upon Kinetic Coefficient of 
Friction 
Mean, ANOVA 
Simmons, J.F. 68 65 Difference Between Yarn Properties of Yarn Samples 
Obtained by Shirley Xlnlature Plant and Full Scale 
Trial 
T-test Should use F-tesI 
too 
Whltworth, L.B. 68 47 Effect of Change In Staple Length on Strength and 
Elongation 
Mean, Std.dev.,C.V.Z Should use T-tes 
Bates, M.R. 70 66 Difference In Strength of Fabrics for Different 
Yarn Parameters and Different Machines 
Mean, Std.dev.,T-test, 
Progress on Analysis 
& significance 
SPSS Could have 
saved consider-
able time and 
efforts. 
Cuthburtson.C.R. 70 59 Effect of Fiber Diameter on Friction Mean, ANOVA 
Ko, F.K.F. 71 61 Relationship of Strength & Elongation with Weaving 
Parameters 
46 Regression Equations 
& Significance 
27 Graphs 
SPSS could save 
time & efforts 
Also plots grap 
Asman, L.B. 71 50 Effect of Presence of Dyes in Nylon on Drawing 
Load 
Mean, Std.dev. Should use T-tes 
Ogletree, K.K. 71 53 Effect of Bleaching on Fineness, Uniformity & Tenacity Mean, Std.dev. Should use T-tea 
Lotl, R.D. 72 49 Effect of Different Surfactants on Fastness Mean, Std.dev. Should use T-tes 
Pulls, R.R. 72 62 Relationship Between Absorbency Coefficient, 
Scattering Coefficient and Concentration of Dyes 







Table 1 . (cont'd.) Statistical Methods Used by Researchers as Reflected lntTheses , 
Author Year Ref. Work Description Statistics Used Comments 
Salcai, T. 72 64 Effect of Yarn Strength on Tensile Strength and 
Distribution 
Frequency Tables, 







Schaefer, C D . 72 Percent Loops Which Failed to Achieve Desired Heights Mean, Std.dev. 
Padgett, H.S. 73 60 Change in Stress, Strain and Modulus for Increasing 
Rate of Strain 
Mean, C.V.X, X Change Significance of 
difference 
Schilling, E.P. 73 67 Comparlsion of Methods Used for Preventing Static 
Charge 
Mean, Std.dev. Should use T-test 
Mauldln, G.E. 74 55 Effect of Dyeing Processes on Color Difference ANOVA (repeated 4 times)SPSS could do the 
same In one 
step 
Tehranl, H.B. 74 48 Moisture Content After Drying with Microwave Unit Mean, Std.dev. 
Allen, R.C. 76 54 Difference (in Response to the Questionalre) Between 
Personal Variable Groups, Numbers, Alumni 
Mean, Std.dev., T-test SPSS has been use 
for entire 
analysis 
Chao, T.K.T. 76 52 Difference in Strength Between Biaxial & Triaxial 
Fabrics 
Mean, Std.dev. C.V.X Should use T-test 
Knight, L.L. 76 57 Effect of Particle Size, Fabric Weight, Fabric 
Geometry and Soil Level on Soil Removal 
Mean, ANOVA 







Tata, A.S. 76 56 Reproducibility of Dyeing by Observing Color 
Difference 
ANOVA SPSS could have 
saved time and 
efforts. 
Coff, H.S. 76 71 Relationship Between Garment Size and Panel Area Multiple Regression 
Analysis 
SPSS could have 
saved time and 
effort <*> 
Table 1. (cont'd.) Statistical Methods Used by Researchers as Reflected In Theses 
Author Year Ref. Work Description Statistics Used Comments 
Ko, F.K.F. 76 72 Vlscoelastlc Response of Textile Fibers Mean, Curve Fitting SPSS would help 







SPSS - COMPUTER PROGRAM PACKAGE 
The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) is an 
integrated system of computer programs designed for the 
statistical analysis of various experimental data. The 
system was originally developed in 1965 for use in social 
sciences but can be used equally efficiently in any science 
or engineering discipline. The package provides a unified 
and comprehensive system that enables the user to perform 
many different types of data analysis in a simple and 
convenient manner* 
An SPSS user avoids many difficult* time consuming* and 
generally unrewarding tasks involved in using a variety of 
single»purpose computer programs* each with its own 
idiosyncratic control-card syntaxes and input data formats* 
The user thus spends less time as a data-preparation clerk 
and more time as a researcher analyzing results* 
The SPSS program package has been implemented and 
maintained on all the major computer systems (IBM* C0C» DEC* 
UNIVAC etc.) and is available at many computer 
installations. The package is well documented (171* The 
purpose of this chapter is to introduce the package to the 
Cyber 7k user in accordance with the aims of this thesis and 
to build a basis for understanding of the examples of SPSS 
applications given in the next chapters* 
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2*1 Setting-up and running an SPSS job 
The use of SPSS involves three main components i 
i* A data file - contains user supplied data* 
2. An SPSS data definition file - contains data 
definition cards and procedure name cards* which 
activate the actual SPSS programs. (the term "card" 
means an SPSS statement typed on one line)* 
3. SPSS subprograms - components of the package stored 
in the computer. The user only need to know how to 
activate them and is not actually concerned with 
their detailed structure* 
The first step for using SPSS is to make a data file* 
The method is the same as that for creating a new file on the 
computer* Once the data file is created, it can be used for 
an/ of the SPSS subprograms* 
The next step is to create a Definition File* The block 
diagram of user-computer interaction during running an SPSS 
]ob is given in Figure 1* The details are described in the 
fol1 owing text* 
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U » ATTACH,SP3S3NL/UN=LIBRARY 
GET, Ga ta f i l e name> 
[ G E T , D e f i n i t i o n f i l e nan ie> ]» 
SPSSONL 
C » SPSS/ONLINE tf k.O 
USE AN SPSS F I L E THIS RUN 
? 
U * NO 
C « ENTER LOCAL DATA F I L E NAME 
U »< Data file name> j 
C » 
C 1 AUTO-MODE 
U * SREAO,<Definition file name> 
U » FILE NAME;<Definition file name> 
U * Enter a seqjence of control cards 
23 
C » Calculates and prints results 
C l AUTO-MODE RETURNED FROM SPSS 
? 
U i END 
C l GOOD-BYE 
SPSSONLINE 
Figure 1# Block-diagram of setting-jp and running SPSS Job. 
All capital-Ietter words are actually printed 
by a computer (C) or typed-in by a user (U)• 
2.2 Definition File 
Here is a general format of setting-up an SPSS Job and 
creating a Definition File. (the underlined text is entered 
by the user* the brackets < > are used in place of particular 
names) * 
/ ATTACH*SPSSQNL/UN=LIBRARY 
/ GET* Data Flle Name> 
/ SPSSONL 
SPSS/ONLINE V <f.O 
USE AN SPSS FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? < Data File Naree> 
AUTO-MODE 
1 5*0 FILE NAME;< D e f i n i t i o n f i l e na»e> 
? 10*0 RUN NAME;<A d e s c r i p t i o n of the program f o r heading> 
? 15.C VARIABLE L I S T ; < Names of v a r i a b l e s > 
? 20*0 INPUT MED I.UHiP_ISK 
? 25.c INPUT FORHAT;FREEFIELO 
? 30.0 N OF CASES;< Number of cases > 
? 35«o < Procedure name >;< Variable names > 
? ^0.0 OPTIONS;< Integer number indicating desired option > 
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? *»5+0 STATISTICS;< Integer number indicating desired 
statlstlcs> 
? 50<C READ INPUT DATA 
? SWRlTE,<Oef I n l t l o n f i le ..nane> 
? EXECUTE 
The card numbers 5*0* 10*0* 15.C etc describe the 
sequence of the procedure cards* Commands are executed In 
ascending order according to procedjre numbers. If the same 
number is used again in the same file, the previous statement 
is replaced by the new statement aid thus these sequence 
numbers may be used for editing the file* For continuation 
of a statement, card numbers like 5.35, 5.10, 10.05, 10.10 
etc are used* 
Since the above statements are essential for calling 
SPSS subprograms and are used repeatedly, it would be 
pertinent to explain each step in detail. 
ATTACH,SPSSONL/UN=LIBRARY : This statement is peculiar to the 
Control Data Corporation Cyber 7k Computers. It attaches the 
SPSS program from the computer Iibrary and without this 
statement no SPSS procedure card wojld be valid. 
The next step "GET,< file name*" gets a copy of the data 
file as a local Job file from the user's permanent files. 
The third statement SPSSONL activates SPSS-Online and 
the computer responses with a question i 
USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN ? 
At recommended level of sophistication of the SPSS user 
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the answer always must be NO* After the next question 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
the user is supposed to type the name of the data file 
containing the data to be analyzed* When the computer 
returns with "AUTO*M0DE"» data definition and procedure name 
cards are supplied by the user as exolalned below * 
FILE NAME CARD I A file name Identifies an S°SS file. This 
card is optional and can be dropped 1f so desired by the user 
along with the RUN NAME card* A file name may be up to eight 
characters in length and the first character must be 
alphabetic* 
VARIABLE LIST CARD I Each variable in an SPSS file is 
referred to by a unique variable name* Like all other names 
used on SPSS control cards» they have a maximum length of 
eight characters* the first of which must be an alphaoetic 
Ietter* 
The name given to any variable is arbitrary but it is 
convenient to select the mnemonics which suggest the nature 
of the variables* For example* if the data file contains 
strength* elongation and yarn number columnwise* then it 
would be appropriate to use variable names like STRENGTH, 
ELONGATE, and yARNUMBR* This would enable to identify the 
results because all the results are labeled with variable 
names* 
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INPUT MEDIUM CARD * This card serves the purpose of informing 
the SPSS system of the type of input medium from which the 
user's data will be entered into the system. The control 
words INPUT MEDIUM are followed t»y one of the four control 
words depending upon the location of the user's data (usually 
DISK). 
INPUT MEDIUM?(CARD. TAPE. DISK. OTHER) 
N OF CASES CARD « This card simply informs the system of the 
number of cases in the user's data file. It is very 
important to remember that the procedure card is "N OF CASES" 
and not "NO OF CASES" or "NUMBER OF CASES". Any change In 
the specified procedure name results in an error message and 
termination of program. 
INPUT FORMAT CARD t The first element entered onto the 
specification field of the INPUT FORMAT card will be one of 
the two Key words. FIXED or FREEFIELO. depending upon whether 
the user's data is organized in fixed or freefield format. 
When the data is in free field format, the system 
automatically determines the tyoe and location of the 
variables. because the values of all the alphanumeric 
variables are set off by single quotation marKs and all 
variable values are seperated by one or more common 
delimiters* 
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When the data is in flxed-coljnn format* the keyword 
FIXEO is followed by a FORTRAN or FORTRAN compatible format 
list giving the type and location of the variables In the 
data file eg. 
INPUT F0RMAT?FIXED(2F7.3> 
REAO INPUT DATA CARD t This card instructs the computer to 
read from the data file. 
SWRITE* < file name> I This card is enployed to save the Data 
Definition File for future reference. 
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2.3 Rules governing statement order in definition file 
The internal order or sequence of most of the statements in a 
definition file is free with the exception of the following 
rules i 
1. The FILE NAME card, if used, must always be the 
first. 
2. Next is RUN NAME card with a description used for 
heading. 
3. The VARIABLE LIST card follows the above two cards. 
When these two cards are not used, the VARIABLE LIST 
card becomes the first in the definition file. 
*f. INPUT MEDIUM card, INPUT FORMAT card and N OF CASES 
card follow next in any order after the above cards. 
The only important rule is that the OPTIONS and 
STATISTICS card should follow immediately the 
reference to the corresponding subprogram. 
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2**t Summary Of SPSS Procedure Names 
Every statistical subprogram has a fixed name in SPSS* 
No variation in procedure name is tolerated. A summary of 
procedure names is given below* 
1. FREQUENCIES;GENERAL = <Variat>l e name> or ALL* This 
procedure card calls subprograms for Frequency 
Distribution* Histogram* Central Tendencies* and 
Measures of Dispersion* 
2* T-TEST GR0UPS=<nl*n2>/VA*IABLES=<Variable List>l 
Employed for comparison of two sets of data from the 
same data file. 
3. ONEWAY?Dependent variable 3Y Independent variable 
(min*max)t Performs Oneway Analysis of Variance* 
k* ANOVAJDependent variable 3Y Independent variable 
(min»raax)t This procedjre card is meant for 
Factorial Analysis of Variance but can as well be 
used for Oneway Analysis of Variance and would give 
exactly the same results as obtained by ONEWAY 
procedure card. The advantage of ONEWAY subprogram 
is that the CONTRASTS can be evaluated* as explained 
in Chapter IV. 
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5« SCATTERGRAM;<Dependent tfariabletmln.max) > WITH 
independent Variable > * Plots scatterdiagram* 
provides slope* intercept and correlation 
coefficient. 
6* PEARSON CORR?<Dependent Va^iable> WITH <Independent 
Variable>s Finds Pearson correlation coefficient and 
its significance value* 
7. REGRESSION? VARIABLES= Variable Llst>/?REGRESSION = 
Dependent Variables WITH Independent yariables>/ 
iThis card can be used for simple regression as well 
as multiple regression and for cuvilinear regression 
too. 
There are a few other statistical subprograms available 
in SPSS but the above seven are most frequently used in 
textiles* SPSS currently does not include all the 
statistical methods needed for textile purposes* FORTRAN 
programs have been used in this report where SPSS was 
inadequate* SPSS cannot perform the Chi^square test for 
testing any data against hypothetical distributions like the 
Normal or Polsson* though it covers the Uniform distribution* 
Other programs not covered by SPSS are analysis of variance 
for randomized block designt incomplete block design* Latin 
square and Greco-Latin square* 
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OPTIONS CARD * Each one of the above subprograms has Its own 
options* The OPTIONS card Is employed to control the 
computation and output* 
For example* the OPTIONS card jsed in conjunction with 
the FREQUENCIES subprogram enables the user to have frequency 
tables suppressed and histograms printed. Similarly other 
subprograms have their own options and the user is advised to 
refer to SPSS Manual 116, Page Nos*189*2*f2*266,313,31^1 for 
the selection of options* If no options or statistics are 
included* SPSS carries out the computation of the statistics 
by default* 
The OPTIONS card contains the control word OPTIONS 
followed by a list of integer numbers indicating the options 
desired within a given subprogram* 
STATISTICS CARO * This card is similar in structure and 
function to the OPTIONS card* This card enables the user to 
select among a number of available statistics* For example* 
the subprogram FREQUENCIES allows the user to have any or all 
of the following statistics computed for the variables in the 
file; Mean* Standard Deviation* Variance, Skewness. Kurtosis* 
Minimum* Maximum and Range* Each of these statistics is 
associated with a certain integer number and may be selected 
by referring to that number* The user may have all the 
statistics for a given subprogram reported by typing 
"•STATISTICSJALL". Of course* the statistics available vary 
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f o r each subprogram and t h e user must r e f e r t o SPSS Manual 
f o r s e l e c t i o n of s t a t i s t i c s C16, Page Nos. 190,2i»3,2**6,3151« 
Whan a l l fhesa s t a f l s M c s a r e computed by the computer 
as shown i n t h e I l l u s t r a t i o n s * t h e computer r e t u r n s t o 
Auto-Mode f o r f u t h e r i n s t r u c t i o n s . 




/ S A V £ » < D e f i n i t i o n f i l e name> 
Thus D e f i n i t i o n f i l e I s saved f o r f u t u r e r e f e r e n c e . 
V a r i o u s s e t - u p s of SPSS j o b s M i l l t>e f u r t h e r e x e m p l i f i e d i n 
n e x t c h a p t e r s and c o r r e s p o n d i n g a p p e n d i c e s . 
3^ 
CHAPTER H I 
DECISION MAKING IN TEXTILE EXPERIMENTATION 
3*1 Central tendencies and Dispersion values 
Normally the first task of data analysis is to determine 
the basic distribution characterstics of each of the 
variables to be used in the subsequent statistical analysis* 
Information on the distribution* variability and central 
tendencies of the variables provides the researcher with 
necessary information required for selection of subsequent 
statistical techniques and often reveals the basic nature of 
the data. 
For example, the test results of breaking strength of a 
single yarn are shown in Table 2 and we are Interested in the 
mean and variance of the data* 
Mean* variance and skewness could be found manually by 
using the formulae t 
£X 
Mean = X - -•»-
N 
K X -X)1 
Variance = s* - «•«**•• 
IN-1) 
Standard Deviation - s = |i/ariance 
S t d . Dev ia t i on 
Standard Er ror = • — — • • • » • • • — 
|No« of cases 
S t d . Oev.» ioo 
7. Coefficient of Variatloi = — 
Mean 
t (X -X)/Sl 
Skewness = •—•*—•-—-•. 
N 
[ (X -X)/Sl 




Table 2» Results of single yarn breaKing strength 
NO STRENGTH NO STRENGTH 
36 11 36 
37 12 38 
36 13 33 
32 1^ 39 
36 15 36 
37 16 39 
33 17 36 
3«t 18 37 
32 19 32 
32 23 31 
37 
As "higher moments" are atteipted* calculation work 
increases and becomes cumbersome* The above statistics and 
many more could be obtained by SPSS very easily* 
It would be worthwhile to describe the importance of 
various statistical methods illustrated in this report. 
Frequently it is desirable to compare two different sets of 
data with respect to their variability* Since the most 
common measure of variability is the variance or standard 
deviation* one might be inclined to compare the standard 
deviation from each set of data* However.if the data In the 
two sets represent observation of characterstics which are 
measured in different units a comparison of standard 
deviations could be misleading* 
For this reason a measure of relative variation is 
required* Such a measure is the Coefficient of Variation 
defined as; 
7.C.V* = standard deviation»100 / Mean 
For example, the average single end thread breaking 
strength of a yarn was 165 grams aid the standard deviation 
was 12 grams* The average elongation noted was 5*2 cm and 
its standard deviation was 0*5 cm* Which varies nonet the 
strength or elongation? 
12 • 130 
C*V*X of strength = • — - • « — = 7.2 X 
165 
38 
0*5 * 1QD 
C.V.X of elongation = —------ = 9.6 7. 
5.2 
Though the standard deviation of strength is much 
higher* there is more variation in elongation than in 
strength. 
The statistical analysis is often based on an assumption 
of normal distribution of frequencies and it is desirable to 
know how much the distribution in ai analyzed sample differs 
from normal* The simplest characterstics of deviation of the 
distribution from normal are sKewness and kurtosis. 
SKEWNESS 1 If a distribution is not symmetrical, it is said 
to be skewed. Skewness in a distribution is caused by a 
preponderance of extreme values in one tail of the 
distribution. 
For a symmetrical distribution* the skewness is zero. 
Positive and negative value of skewness Indicate that the 
distribution is skewed on the right and the left sides 
respectively, as shown in Figure 2. 
KURTOSIS » Kurtosis is used to describe the relative 
peakedness or flatness of the distribution as compared to the 
normal distribution. 
Kurtosis for a normal distribution is equal to 0 and the 
disrtibution is said to be "mesokurtic". A distribution with 
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Kurtosis > 0 is more peaked than the normal distribution and 
is said to be "leptokurtic". If the value is D * the 
distribution is flatter than a normal distribution and is 
called "piatykurtic". Figure 3 depicts the three categories 
of kurtosis* 
Appendix A explains the procedure for obtaining central 
tendencies* frequency distributions and histograms from the 
subprograms of SPSS. 
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Symmetric D i s t r i b u t i o n 
D i s t r i b u t i o n Skewed To Left 
D i s t r i b u t i o n Skewed To Right 




Figure 3. Frequency Polygons Showing Kurtosis 
hZ 
3.2 Frequency distribution tables 
The data obtained from experimental results is more or 
less random as seen in table i. To get more information and 
to get it quickly from numerical data* the latter must be 
organized in some systematic fashion. It is therefore 
desirable to compress the data into a more compact form and 
to permit the use of more comlex analytical methods to reveal 
still other obscure relationships* To condense and simplify 
data without losing the essential details is the purpose of 
the analysis of frequency distribution. The tabular 
presentation of such a summery of data is known as frequency 
table. The frequency distribution and the SPSS procedure to 
obtain iff is described in Appendix B. The procedure is 
similar to the one described in Appendix A for mesures of 
central tendencies and dispersion values* except that the 
option 7 supresses the frequency distribution tables. 
The advantages of a frequency distribution table are » 
1* All the information revealed by the data can be 
obtained from the frequecy distribution table with 
greater ease. 
2. The frequency distribution not only shows clearly 
the concentration of individual values but also 
«*3 
brings out the pattern of the tendency for 
individual values* 
3. With the data formed into a frequency distribution* 
comparisons between two or more series can be made 
more readily. 
*•• Frequency tables are indlspensibi e for speeding up 
computation of other descriptive measures. 
kf* 
3.3 Histogram 
It is frequently desirable to draw a picture of a 
frequency distribution. The tost common graphical 
representation of a frequency distribution is called a 
histogram* 
The frequency in a class is shown by the length of the 
bar in histograms* Appendix C represents the histogram for 
the data shown in table 1* The horizontal scale or abscissa* 
in this case* represents the frequency and vertical scale or 
ordinate represents the observed measurement, 
The advantage of a histogram is that it gives the idea 
of distribution pattern at a glance* This picture is 
particularly useful where a large number of measurements have 
been made* 
An interesting point regarding the use of options card 
may be noted here* The data definition files described in 
Appendices A* B and C are very similar except that In 
Appendix A* the selection of option 7 supressed the printing 
of frequncy tables as stated earlier and in Appendix C* 
histogram was printed by selecting option 8* 
Z*b Comparison Between Two Test Averages 
Mills are constantly experimenting with new equipment, 
new materials and new processing set-ups. From these 
experiments, conclusions are sought, based upon samples of 
yarn or fabric tested. Often the new method appears to yield 
better or worse results than the "regular" method* Yet a 
difference in sample averages or variation does not by itself 
prove the superiority of the new method under investigation. 
The reason for this is that the difference might have been 
caused by chance fluctuations of sampling* and may therefore 
not be a true or real difference. Thus the experimenter must 
perform a statistical test of significance to exclude 
"chance" as a factor and establish the real nature of the 
improvement shown in the experiment before recommending to 
the mill the adoption of the new method. 
The statistical evaluation of the mill data brings about 
the following advantages » 
1. Usually fewer tests are needed to come to a decision 
than by "trial and error" approach. 
2* Aids in making better and quicker decision as to 
whether or not the new experimental equipment, stock 
or processing set-up represents an improvement in 
kb 
quality or reduction in production cost over the 
regular set*up« 
Thus statistical evaluation aids the mill in Its 
constant efforts to improve quality and running conditions* 
reduce seconds and costs* 
Evaluation of the significance of a difference in two 
test averages can best be illustrated from an example in mill 
processing. A "new" and "regular" aethod of processing in a 
mill yielded yarns with single-eid elongation to break of 
bmk'/. for the regular nethod of processing and 7«0X for the 
new methodf under experimental investigation as shown in the 
Table 3« Does the "new" method represent an actual change in 
elongation* or the difference is ascribable to chance 
fluctuations ? T •» Test is employed for these types of 
problems* The statistical procedure for computation of T -
Test is as follows t 
Mean for first sample = XI = b,W 
Mean for second sample = X2 = 7.0 
Std, Deviation = si = 









— — = 3*3712 
9 
k7 
Pooled S t d . Oev. = 
s i ( N i - 1 ) • s2 (N2-1) 
Ni • N2 - 2 
G.08<tM10- l> + 0 . 1 5 7 8 ( 1 0 - 1 ) 
10 + 1 0 - 2 
= 0,3333 
t = 
X I - X2 
Pooled S t d . Dev. J l / N l + 1/N2 
7,0 - 6,if 
0 . 3 3 3 3 j l / 1 0 + 1 / 1 0 
= if.02 
From t- table the value of t = 2.101 for 18 degrees of 
freedom* Since the computed value of t = 4.02 exceeds the 
table value* 
the difference in the means of the two samples is 
significant. Appendix D describes the SPSS procedure to 
solve these types of problems. 
1*6 
T a b l e 3 . E l o n g a t i o n X f o r r e g j i a r and new s a m p l e . 
ELONGATION '/.-REGULAR ELONGATIONX-NEW 
XI X i - X l <xi-xi>x X2 X2-X2 (X2-X2)Z 
e.k 0 c 7 . 2 C.2 0.0<f 
6 . 5 0 . 1 C.01 6*8 - C . 2 o.e<* 
6 . 3 - 0 . 1 0 . 0 1 6 . 5 - C . 5 0 . 2 5 
6 . 1 - 0 . 3 0 .C9 6 . 7 - 0 . 3 0 . 0 9 
6 . 9 0 . 5 0 . 2 5 6 . 6 •C*.2 0.0<t 
6 . 3 - 0 . 1 0*01 6 . 7 - 0 . 3 0 . 0 9 
6 . 9 0 . 5 0 . 2 5 7 . 2 0 . 2 0.GU 
6 . 2 - 0 . 2 0«0<f 7,f* Q.k 0 . 1 6 
6 . 1 - 0 . 3 0 . 0 9 7 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
6*3 - 0 . 1 0*01 7 . 7 0 . 7 0 . t f9 
6<t.O 0 . 7 6 7 0 . 0 1.2<* 
<*9 
CHAPTER IV 
TESTING DIFFERENCES IN RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 
(Analysis of variance) 
Progressive management expects* their technologists to 
suggest new methods of improving tne quality of manufactured 
poduct* lowering production costs* and increasing 
productivity. Improvements in processing involve changes in 
methods and equipment* Yet the changes can not be brought 
about on the basis of logic and common sense alone. Facts 
and data must support and Justify the changes to be made* 
These facts and figures come from pilot-plant experiments 
followed by full-scale mill trials 
The planning of experiments is the most critical phase 
of the experimental program* and the theory of statistics is 
vitally concerned with the framework in which the 
experimenter can state his questions* An application of the 
general principle of the Design of Experiments can be 
explained by a practical example* 
<*.l Oneway Analysis Of Variance 
In a Textile mill four different speeds for ring frames 
were tested and breakage rate per 10000 spindle hours was 
noted which appears in Table <•• 
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Table k» Breaks/iQOOC spindle hours for different speeds. 
SPE E O - i SPEEO-2 SPEED-•3 SPEED-t* 
56 6 ^ W5 t*Z 
55 61 kb 39 
62 50 k5 k5 
59 55 39 «f3 
60 56 %3 * f i 
292 286 218 210 
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Do these speeds effect the breakage rate? Let our null 
hypothesis* HC» be that there is no difference in breakage 
rate nith different speeds and let the alternative hypothesis 
HI* be that there is a differene in breakage rate with 
different speeds* The method of analysis of variance for 
testing these hypotheses is as follows i 
c r £ x i j i ( 1 0 0 6 ) 1 
C o r r e c t i o n Factor = C = » » — — - - • = - — - • = 50601 
N 20 
•X 
Tota l sum of squares = Z X XiJ - C 
= 5 6 2 + 552 + + ^ 3 2 + kl - 50601 
= 1338.2 
X< £ X i ] ) 1 
Treatment sum of squres = « • • • « - • • - • • c 
r 
292*+ 2 861 • 2182" + 21!}1 
- 506C1 
5 
= 1 1 3 5 . 0 
SOURCE s.s. D.F. M.S. F-EVAL F-TAB 
Treatments 1135 3 378.3 29.79 3.2<t 
Error 203.2 16 12.7 
Total 1338.2 
(S»S» stands for sum of squares, D.F, means degrees of 
freedom, M.S. is mean sum of sqjares, F-EVAL represents 
calcuated value of F and F-TAB is the F value from 
statistical table for corresponding degree of freedom* These 
notations have been used throughout the text.) 
A difference may be noted in the F value from 
statistical table shown in the text and F probability (or 
significanc) values in the Appendices* The F table value in 
the text represents the F value for corresponding degrees of 
freedom at 95% confidence level* This value is compared to 
the calculated value of F to detect the significance of a 
hypothesis* 
But the F probability value in Appendices is the value 
(type I error)* If the hypothesis is really true and Is 
rejected by the sample, type I error is committed. A 
probability value of 0*05 or less leans that the probability 
of making type I error is 5 X or less, which is an acceptable 
risk in quality control* 
Error sum of squares is the difference between the total 
sum of squares and the treatment sum of squares* Since the 
calculated F-value (29.79) exceeds F • probability value 
(3*2<t) found in statistical tables* we accept the alternate 
hypothesis that there is a difference in breakage rate with 
different speeds* 
Now the problem arises i Which of these four speeds have 
significant effect on breakage rate ? This can be determined 
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by using "Contrasts"* Let, for Instance* Ci, C2, C3 be the 
Contrasts between SPEED-i and SPEED-1*, 2 and 3, and average 
of 1+tf and 2+3* respectively. 
Contrasts Tl T2 T3 Tk 
Ci + 1 0 0 -1 
C2 G +1 -1 C 
C3 +1 -1 "i +1 
CI = 1(292) + 0(286) + 0(218) - 1(210) = 82 
C2 = 0(292) • 1(286) - K2L3) + C(21G) = 68 
C3 = 1(292) - 1(286) - 1(218) • 1(210) = C.2 
(82)* 
Sum of the squares of Contrast 1 =---«• = 672»<» 
5*2 
(6 8)2 
Sum of the squares of Contrast 2 = ---- = <*62.<» 
5»2 
Sum of the squares of Contrast 3 
Each of the contrasts have 1 degr 
(-2) 




SOURCE S . S . O . F . M,S» F-EVAL F-TAB 
C o n t r a s t 1 6 7 2 . k 1 672.<• 5 2 . 9 <t.<*3 
C o n t r a s t 2 kS2,k 1 <*62.<t 36.<t V.<+3 
C o n t r a s t 3 G.2 1 0 . 2 0 . 1 <f .< f3 
TOTAL 1 1 3 5 3 3 7 8 . 3 
E r r o r 2 0 3 . 2 16 1 2 . 7 
Since in the first two cases computed F-value exceeds 
Table F-value? it can be concluded that treatments 1 and <+» 
as well as 2 and <* are different. Appendix E explains how 
all this computation can be done easily by SPSS. 
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**»2 2 - Factorial Experiment 
In the previous example* the effect of one treatment was 
studied* But in Factorial experiment* there are two or more 
independent classes of interest. Moreover, here not only the 
effects of independent treatments are studied but also their 
interaction is taken into considerarion. 
To explain interaction* let us consider an experiment 
conducted to determine the durability of rings of spinning 
frames and the factors of interest are three different kinds 
of travellers and four different spindle speeds* In such a 
case* a factorial experiment not only gives the effect of the 
type of travellers and spindle speeds* but also their 
possible Joint effect Is determined* This differential 
effect is known as "interaction'** 
Some advantages of a Factorial experiment can be seen 
1* They are more efficient than one factor-at-a-tirae 
experiments* 
2* The same data are used in investigation of the 
effect of both factors* 
3* Some informatllon is gained on possible interaction 
between the two factors* 
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EXAMPLE i Fabric samples were dyed with three types of 
dye-stuffs and with two concentrations for each dye* Dye 
penetration was tested for these t*o variables* The results 
were as shown in the Table 5* 
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Table 5 • Dye penetration with different dyestuffs 
and concentrations. 
Type of Oyestjff 
Concn. A B C 
9 1W 1 
0.5 12 15 6 (93) 
13 16 7 
•••* • « •»«» 
3«* <*5 lb 
k 3 2 
1*0 X 8 5 10 (78) 
18 17 11 
30 25 23 
6«+ 70 37 
The statistical procedure for the factorial 
variance is explained below i 
(X T. Xi])X 1712" 
Correction Factor = ••»-——•— = »-• = 162<*»5 
N 13 
2. 
T o t a l sum of squa res = T. X1 j - C 
= 9 a +12 2 + + H Z - i 6 2 
T I T. X 1J )X 
O y e s t u l f sum of sq« = — — — — - - c 
r 
2. 1 2. 
= 6d +70 +37 
. . . . . . . . 1 6 2 ^ . 5 = 103 
6 
K r x i j >̂  
Cone. sum of s q . = - - « — — — - c 
n 
a , 1 
(93 f 7 8 ) 
. . . . . . . . . . 162^.5 = 12.5 
9 
( 3 ^ • <»5* + • • • • +2 




Cone I Dyestuff interaction = 185 - 103 
= 70.3 
SOURCE S.S. OF M.S. 
Dyestuff 103 2 51.5 
Cone. 12.5 1 12.5 
Cone * Dyestuff 70 . 3 2 35.1 
Error 298.7 12 2tf.9 
Total i*84«5 17 
Since the calculated values of F are less 
than the F values from the statistical tables for the 
corresponding degrees of freedom* it could be concluded that 
neither concentration nor the type of dyestuft significantly 
affect dye penetration. 
SPSS program for this example is shown in Appendix F. 
It should be noted that there is a slight difference in 
making a data file for data having multiple classification 
and that for single factor analysis of variance. The first 
column of the data file in Appendix F represents 






tested* the first column has a value of either i or 2« 
Similarly the second column of the data file indicates type 
of Dyestuff and because there are three kinds of dyestuffs In 
the experiment* column 2 takes values of i* 2 or 3« The 
third column represents the dye penetration. The variables 
in the SPSS file have been defined in the same sequence* The 
order of variables is not important* The only point is that 
the data need to be defined in the SPSS file in the same 
sequence* 
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*»»3 2 • Factorial Experiment 
The third order factorial experiment is ]ust a step 
further to the second order experiment illustrated in the 
previous example* The procedure regains the same. Here the 
effect of three independent variables is studied on a single 
dependent variable* So in this case one more variable is 
added to the data tile and data defining SPSS file. 
EXAMPLE J The data file in Appendix F contains three 
independent variables viZt cotton mixing* feed In combing and 
number of needles* The dependent variable is neppiness in 
the combed silver. It is obviojs from the data that two 
mixings have been tried with three feed rates and five 
different numbers of needles. SPSS data defining file defines 
these variables in the same order. The program and results 
are set f-exp la r\ atory. 
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CHAPTER Y 
TESTING DIFFERENCES IN FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
(Chi»square test) 
Variation in end breakage among spindles on a spinning 
frame is by and large random I.i nature. The number of 
spindles having a certain number of breaks tends to follow a 
Poisson Distribution* provided no systematic sources of 
variation are present* 
This means that purely as a matter of chance a large 
number of spindles will have no end breaks, many spindles 
will have only one or two, and a few spindles will have a 
large number. 
A simple procedure for determining if spindles are in 
control or out of line is to record the number of breaks that 
occur during a spinning test and write the frequency 
distribution of these spindles having a varying number of 
breaks. 
This actual distribution can then be compared with the 
one that could be expected if it were to follow a Poisson 
distribution. Whether the difference between the actual and 
expected distribution is significant can be determined by 
using the CHI- square formula 
CHI-SQ = C(Actual Frq - Exp Frq»»»21 / Exo Frq 
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where Actual Frq is the number of breaks observed during the 
experiment and the Exp Frq is the expected frequency of 
breaks as per Poisson distribution* 
This calculated chi-square value is compared with the 
chi-square table value for (k-2) degrees of freedom where k 
is the number of classes in the experiment. If the 
calculated value exceeds table value* it can be concluded 
that the distribution did not follow Poisson distribution. 
In other words* the breaks are not due to chance but some 
systematic source of variation is present. The observed 
number of breaks and the method of calculating the chi-square 
value is shown in Table 6 and explained further immediately 
after the table* 
We wish to determine now how the observed frequencies 
would compare with the expected frequencies of a Poisson 
distribution having the same mean and the same total number 
of frequencies* 
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Table 6, Frequency of breaks and Poisson distribution. 
(1) (2) (3) <4> (5) (6) (7) 
0 61 C 0*1827 48*2 3 1 2 . 7 7 3 . 3 8 
1 92 92 0 . 3 1 6 0 8 2 . 8 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 . 2 2 
2 53 106 0*2640 6 9 . 7 9 - 1 6 . 7 4.0G 
3 2 9 87 0 . 1 4 9 6 3 9 . 4 9 - 1 0 . 4 9 2 . 7 9 
if 12 48 G.C636 1 6 . 7 9 - 4 . 7 9 1 . 3 7 
5 8 40 0 . 0 2 1 6 5 . 7 0 
6 3 18 B.GG61 1 . 6 1 
7 3 21 0 , 0 0 1 5 0 . 4 0 9 . 2 1 C . 8 2 
8 - - G.0QQ3 0 .B8 
9 1 9 0 • 0 0 01 0.D3 
11 1 11 COO 0 . 3 3 
16 1 16 G.QQ 0 . 3 J 
264 448 23.47 
Mean = 448/264 = 1.70 
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Column i represents the number of breaKs and column 2 is 
the frequency of occurrence of trie corresponding number of 
breaks. Column 3 denotes the total number of breaks in each 
class and is the product of column 1 and 2. in Column *•» 
the probability distribution for Poisson having the same mean 
i.e. 1.70 is posted. This information is obtained from 
Poisson distribution Function Table for mean = 1.70 and x = 
breaks per spindle. Column 5 is the expected number of 
breaks and is the product of column 2 and *•. In column 6» 
the difference of observed and expected frequency is 
computed* 
The chi-square test holds good only if frequency in each 
class is at least 5» But it can be observed from Column 5 
that the last 6 rows have a smaller value than 5. Hence they 
are all added up to the 6th row. The number of classes is 
now reduced to 6 and so the degree of freedom (k-2) is taken 
as (6 - 2) s k instead of the previous number of classes 
k=12. 
Column 7 is the square of the difference of observed and 
expected frequency divided by the expected frequency* the sum 
of which is Chi-square value. 
Chi-square value from Table = 9.<t9 for k d.f. 
Since the computed value exceeds the table value* there 
is a reason to believe that the areaks are out of control. 
Appendix H describes the FORTRAN Program for testing 
hypothesis for Poisson distribution. It finds the value of 
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Chi-square from the data fed by the jser which only needs to 
be compared with the Table value of Chi-square for k-2 




PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Regression analysis is the study of the change in one 
variable associated with the change in another. The 
relationship expressed mathematically is commonly known as 
Regression Equation, A simple regression is used to estimate 
the value of a dependent variable (f) for a given value of an 
independent variable (X)* A multiple regression equation 
incorporates more than one independent variable* In 
textiles* the relationship between fiber properties and yarn 
strength or processing efficiency are often expressed in 
terms of simple or multiple regression equations. The 
precision of the estimated values obtained from a regression 
equation is measured by the standard error of estimate. 
A regression equation* especially a multiple regression 
equation* can provide a wealth of information on the 
relationship between dependent and independent variables* 
For example* yarn strength can be predicted from regression 
equation relating fiber length* fiber fineness, and Pressley 
Index* Cotton buyers and production managers frequently 
substitute one fiber property for another because of the 
supply and demand situation of certain cotton qualities in 
the market or in the warehouse* So the defficiency of one 
property can be compensated for by Improving another property 
maintaining constant yarn strength* 
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6.1 Scatter Diagram 
Before any steps are taken towards developing a 
functional relationship it is necessary to consider what form 
this function should take* The logical procedure would be to 
plot the data on what is known as a Scatter Diagram. Each 
observation is a point on the graph with the usual convention 
that the independent variable is plotted along the 
abscissa(X-axis) and the dependent variable on the ordinate 
(Y-axis), The pattern of these points should suggest a 
functional form which is most suitable to fit the data« It 
is expected that the points will not fall along a single 
curve and a certain amount of variation can be expected, 
EXAMPLE i Thermal Resistance of a carpet was studied for 
different pile heights. The results are given in Table 7. 
Table 7. Thermal resistance and pile height of carpet 
samples* 
S N R-valm Ht. (X) S N R»valm Ht. (X) 
1 0.68 0.19 10 0.95 0.37 
2 0.65 0*18 11 1.66 0.65 
3 0*67 0.23 12 1.96 0.70 
i* 0.55 0.15 13 2.<*6 1.06 
5 1*12 0.38 it* 2.19 0.60 
6 1.33 0.<>8 15 1.83 0.77 
7 1.51 0*39 IS 1.90 0.67 
8 0.78 0.21 17 1.71 0.63 
9 1*03 0*21 18 0.7C G.ltf 
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Appendix I describes how to obtain Scatter (Diagram and 
Correlation Coefficient by SPSS. The statistical procedure 
for calculating correlation coefficient is given below. 
In the present problem * 
I X = 8 . 0 1 ZX^s t*.7503 £XY = 1 3 . 0 9 7 3 
£Y = 2 3 , 6 8 IY* = 37.329<* 
Correlation coefficient = r 
nZXY - ZXZY 
[ n l X ^ M r X r 1 ] t n I Y 1 - ( I Y ) : L ] 
18»13 .1Q - 8 . C 1 » 2 3 . 6 8 
U 8 » l » . 7 5 »&<•> ( 1 8 » 3 7 . 3 3 - 5 V ^ , 2 9 ) 
= G.9^58 
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6«2 Linear regression 
From the correlation coefficient of the last example, it 
was quite clear that thermal resistance and pile height of 
the carpet are strongly related. However* linear regression 
can predict the change in thermal resistance when the pile 
height is changed. 
The SPSS procedure cards for linear regression appear in 
Appendix J. 
Assuming the relationship Y - a + b X, where b is the 
coefficient of regression and a is Y intercept, the 
statistical procedure for computation of this equation is as 
folIows t 
nZXY - XX£Y 
D = . . . — « — . . . 
n^X* - (ZX)2-
18»13.1 - 8.01»23.68 
18»<*.75 - (8.01) 
= 2.159 





Here again it would be appropriate to describe 
important terms used in regression analysis* 
REGRESSIION ANALYSIS It attempts to establish 
of relationship™ between variables so that we may 
predict the value of one on the basis of another, 
Y = a + b X 
Conventionally* the variables which are the basis of 
prediction are called "independent variables" and shown as X. 
The predicted variable Is called "dependent variable" and 
shown as Y* 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT It is the slope "b" of the line of 
regression with reference to X-axis* 
CORRELATION ANALYSIS I It determines the degree of agreement 
between the variables* Here depedent and independent 
variable is a personal choice and is of no practical 
significance* 
STANDARD ERROR OF REGRESSION The standard deviation about 
the line of regression is called the standard error of 
regression* 
Y- a Y - b XY 
Sxy = -••-«.•*.•-•—•••.»»•-
n-2 
some of the 
the "nature 
be able to 
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A standard error of zero Mill result when all the points 
fall on the regression line* indicating a perfect fit of the 
sample data* It enables us to evalJate the dispersion about 
the line of regression. 
COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION It is the ratio of explained 
variation to the total variations Hence the coefficient r 
determines the degree to Mhich the regression equation 
explains the variables* 
n i x / - IX. T Y 
r = - • - - - — - — - — — — — . • — — - — — -
C n I X Z » ( I x h t n z Y 1 * <IY)a 1 
r = ( s i g n b)J~r t a k i n g the s ign of b* the s lope* 
The va lue of c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t 0 i n d i c a t e s no 
r e l a t i o n s h i p whereas 1 denotes p e r f e c t r e l a t i o n s h i p * The 
va lue r w i t h p lus s ign I n d i c a t e s a d i r e c t r e l a t i o n s h i p and a 
minus s ign an Inverse r e l a t i o n s h i p * 
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Fieure 4. Comparison of Three Scatter Diagrams 
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The three measures viz. Regression Cofficlent or slope 
b» Standard Error of Regression Sxy and Correlation 
coefficient have different purposes as evident from Figure «•• 
C has highest regression coefficient since slope is highest. 
B has lowest standard error of regression as dispersion is 
lowest in this case* 
For Correlation coefficient r« no conclusion can be 
drawn from these figjres and calculation is necessary* 
because it is the ratio of explained and total variation and 
would depend on numerator as well as denominator* 
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6*3 Multiple regression and correlation 
As stated earlier* the rajltiple regression and 
correlation analysis involves the study of association among 
more than two variables* The subject is a logical extension 
of simple regression and correlation analysis with the same 
Interest in predictive relationship and dispersion values and 
measures of the degree of association* The basic theory 
underlying the techniques of analysis also parallels the 
development of simple regression and correlation* and the 
SPSS procedure is exactly same except that more variables are 
added to the variable list and regression procedure card* 
When a regression study Involves more than two 
variables* there Is still a single dependent variable which 
we would 1 ike to predict* but now there are two or more 
independent or predicting variables* The symbol XI is used 
for the dependent variable and X2» X3* etc for several 
independent variables* This system provides a more 
convenient subscripting procedure* The words "independent 
variables" imply that they are independent* each from the 
others* In actual studies It is quite possible that there 
may be a certain amount of interdependence among so-called 
Independent variables which may lnfljence the Interpretation 
of results* In many cases* several independent variables 
which may be intially Included in the study with the 
expectation that some less important variables may be dropped 
at a later time* 
Table 8 . Marker Bank 
DUA59002Qi,OUA,59,2.5Q,89.15 
3<t32,l 
3 6 3 2 . 1 
0*00 
DUA59O0 2 O 2 , D U A , 5 9 , 2 . 3 2 , 8 8 . 8 1 
3 3 2 9 , 1 
3 6 2 7 , 1 
DUA590i0Q0i ,DUA,59 ,12 ,80 ,8 8*23 
3 0 3 0 * 1 
3 6 3 0 * 1 
3 7 3 0 , 1 
3 6 2 8 * 1 
3 8 2 9 * 2 
3 8 3 0 * 1 
3 9 2 9 . 1 
3 9 3 1 * 1 
^ 0 3 3 , 1 
0*00 
D U A 5 9 0 1 3 1 3 , O U A , 5 9 , 1 7 . 0 ^ , 6 6 . ^ 9 
3 2 3 2 * 1 
31*2 8*1 
3 5 2 9 * 1 
3 6 2 8 * 1 
3 7 2 9 , 1 
3 8 2 8 * 1 
3 9 3 0 , 1 
1*029,1 
<f l31«l 
^ 2 2 8 , 1 
^ 3 3 2 , 1 
<»<»31,1 
^ 6 3 2 , 1 
0 , - 1 
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Let us consider the following example i Men's trousers 
are marked for cutting with different distribution of sizes 
in markers (or panel layouts)* There is a bank of over 100 
markers accumulated over a period of time* The description 
of the markers as shown in Table 8 and stored in the computer 
in the following format i 








There is a large variety of sizes designated by 
four-digit number with the first and the last two digits 
standing for In-seam length and waist respectively* 
Approximate values of the panel areas for each single size 
were required* It was impossible to find their values 
directly from the marker description because each marker 
represented a mixture of sizes* However, it was expected 
that in general a panel area R is a linear function of 
in-seam length L and waist W t 
A = a + b*L *• c.W 
or in standard notation 
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XI = a + b2.X2 + t>3,X3 
It was possible to find the coefficients a» b* c (or a* 
bZi b3) by using each marker as a point In three-dimensional 
space XI* X2* X3» 
where XI s Panel area 
X2 = Sum of length in each larker 
X3 = Sum of waists 
and by applying a standard multiple regression technique; the 
latter offers the following normal equations tor evaluation 
of regression coefflcieTts In a case of two Independent 
variables * 
The normal equations for two independent variable cases 
are 
XXI = r\a + b2 *IX2 *• b3 *IX3 
ZX1X2 = a » X2 «• b2 * X2 »• 2 • b3 • X2X3 
1X2X3 = a *IX3 * b2 •ZX2X3 + b3 »2X3 *» 2 
where a* b2» b3 are the coefficients of regression 
equation* 
Solving these equations simultaneously gives the values 
of the regression coefficients a* b2» b3« It Is also 
possible to estimate the closeness of the experimental points 
to the regression plane* the standard error and the 
confidence intervals for regression coefficients* 
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Coefficient of Multiple Determination and Multiple 
Correlation Coefficient i 
alXl+b2ZXlX2 + b3IXlX3-(EXl»:t/'n 
x£-<IXi)a/n 
= 0*999 (from Appendix K) 
Coefficient of Multiple Determination is the ratio of 
explained variation and total variation* The value R-sq = 
0*999 means that 99.9 '/. of variation in XI has been explained 
by the variables X2 and X3» included in this data* 
R is called Multiple Correlation Coefficient. The value 
of Multiple Coefficient of Correlation ranges from 0 for no 
relationship to 1 for a perfect relationship* It indicates 
the collective degree of association between the several 
independent variables and the dependent variable* 
Appendix K shows how to use SPSS for multiple regression 
analysis* The experimental data was rather voluminuous in 
our example (the Table 7 shows only a small part of the 
marker bank)* Therefore instead of manual calculation and 
insertion of Xi* X2* X3 simple FORTRAN program was used for 
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reading from the marker bank (or* Tape 7) and creating 
automatically an SPSS data file on Tape 8* 
In order to secure better precision of the results 
values of area Mere multiplied fry 100* The results show* 
after scaling the coefficients down to actual valuest the 
panel area (in sq. yards)* 
A = 0*02979 L + 0.02532 W - 0*00006 
The significance value of *000 in Appendix K means that 
our hypothesis about linear dependency of panel area on 
length L and waist W may be taken for true with high degree 
of confidence* The exception is the significance value *999 
for the free coefficient -0*00006t presumably due to its 
proximity to zero* It seems obvious that this coefficient 
may be dropped from the equation altogether* 
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6»*t Multiple Regression and Fabric Geometry 
The paper by Konopasek and Wustrow 110) on computation 
in engineering design of knitted fabrics referred to the 
following experiment I 
Plain Jersey fabric was produced from cotton/poyester 
yarn of 18* 20 and Zk cotton count knitted on machines with 
16, IS and 20 cut* with very loose* normal and very tight 
settings ( i*e* altogether 27 different fabrics). 
Measurements were taken for yarn length per revolution* 
course and wale density* fabric width and yeild in grey and 
finished fabric* repeat height* length and width shrinkage In 
washtest* bursting test* An exlstance of a relationship 
between the coefficients K* KC* KW aid shrinkage SC and SW 
was suspected* The following notations were used* 
K = yarn linear density / stitch length* 
KC = stitch length / course spacing ratio 
KW = stitch length / wale spaciig ratio 
SC = Iength shrinkage 
SW = width shrinkage 
Multiple regression analysis was employed to find out 
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what degree of the width shrinkage SW and the length of 
shrinkage SC were responsible for changes in KW and KC. 
The data» SPSS procedure and results appear in Appendix 
L. The multiple regression equation resulted as* 
KC = -G.333 *0.312 K • (0.029 SC) • 0*<t00 SW 
KW - 6.500 - 0.198 K + 0.129 SC • (0.020 SW) 
SPSS procedure not only predicts the relationship but also 
its significance. The components in brackets were found 
statistically insignificant bacause the standard error of 
these two cases were higher than the coefficients as can be 
seen in the Appendix L. What is left shows that an exesslve 
width stretch of the fabric during calendering does not 
affect course-wise shrinkage and reduces wale-wise shrinkage. 
Similarly excessive length stretch does not affect wale-wise 
shrinkage and reduces course»wise shrinkage. This negative 
impact may be explained as a consequence of resin treatment 
which makes the fabric lore stable. 
Thus multiple regression can be conveniently used for 
determining significant relationship between several 
parameters and also their significance can be evaluated* 
8<* 
C u r v i l i n e a r C u r v e Fitting 
In many s i t u a t i o n s a linear function will not suit the 
r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n the two v a r i a b l e s * This w a y be o b v i o u s 
from the pattern shown on the scatter diagram or from an 
advanced Knowledge of the theoretical relationship. Under 
these circumstances it is frequently possible to transform 
either one or both of the variables to a linear form to 
accommodate the patterns of the scatter diagram* Another 
possibility is to use the polynomial function of the lowest 
order necessary to obtain a good fit. Let us first consider 
variable transformation* 
Among the simpler variable trasf ormations are the 
reciprocals* exponential* and power functions* These 
functions are of the form shown in the following equations 
and diagrams 
Reciprocal function y = a + b / x 
Exponetial function y = a * b ** X 
Power function Y - a » X ** b 
Notations like "•" for multiplication, "»•'• for exponential 
and ••/" for division have been used in the text for 
convenience** Some typical nonlinear relations are shown in 
figures 5, 6 and 7* 
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Reciprocal Function Y = a + .£ 
Exponential Function Y = a.b 
Figure 6. Curvilinear Regression Equations And Their Shape (Contd.) 
\ b < 0 
\ 
Power F u n c t i o n Y = a . x 
b l < 0 , b 2 < 0 
b 1 > 0 . b 2 ? 0 
bl?0 ,b2<J) 
Y = a + b l . X + b2.X< Y = a + b l . X + bZ.X
9 ' !- b 3 . v 3 
P o l v n o m i a l F u n c t i o n s 
Figure 7. Curvilinear Regression Equations and Their 
Shapes(continued) 
By making some simple transformations to each of these 
equations It is possible to convert them to a linear form and 
then all computational procedure can proceed as previously 
described* Let us individually describe the characterstics 
of each* 
Reciprocal function / = a • b / x 
Transforming the variable so that u = l / x ; the equation 
reads 
Y s a • b » J 
The suitability of this function may be confirmed by 
plotting a scatter diagram of Y versus the trasforsed 
variable u. If the scatter diagram takes on a linear 
pattern. then the linear comDJtatlon may proceed by 
substituting u = 1/x 
Exponential Function Y - a * b ** X 
Transforming the variable by taking log of both sides of 
equation* we have 
log Y = log a • (log bl (X) 
or Yi = al • bi » X 
where Yl - log Y 
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al - log a 
bl = log b 
Again the suitability of this fjnction may be explored 
by plotting X versus transformed variable Yi. If the scatter 
takes on a linear pattern* then toe computations on the 
transformed variable may proceed as before* 
It must be remembered that the constants must be 
converted back to a and b by taking the anti-logs of ai and 
bi. The standard error of regresstion will be in log Y 
units* so it is a multiplicative factor in Y units* 
Power Function Y - a X ** b 
Again taking the log of both sides of the equation* we 
have 
log Y = log a + log X 
A double transformation is necessary here* where we use 
v = log Y» u = Iog X and ai = log a 
v = al * b J 
When equation is obtained* ai must be converted back to 
"a"" by taking anti-log. Again the standard error of 
regression is in log Y units. 
The scatter diagram would indicate which form to be 
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used. One that gives the least standard error is the best 
fit. 
An alternative procedure is to use the polynomial 
function of general forai 
Y = a + biX • b2X*»2 • b3X»»3 + ...*•.••« • bnX»»n 
It is possible but not practical to go beyond a cubic 
equation. 
The general quadratic form is shown below 
Y = a + bl X + b2 X»*2 
The constants at bl and b2 may oe obtained by solving 
simultaneously the three normal equations obtained by the 
same least square criterion i 
Y = na * bl X + b2 XX 
XY = a X • bi XX + b2 X**3 
XXY = a XX • bl X»»3 + b2 <**<• 
Or the cubic form 
Y = a + bl X • b2 X**2 + b3 x»»3 can be obtained by 
solving k simultaneous equations t 
Y = na • bl X • b2 XX + b3 X»»3 
XY = a X + bl XX + 8b2 X**3 + b3 X*+t* 
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XXY = a XX + b l X»»3 + b2 K**k + H3 X**5 
X»»3Y = a X»»3 • b l X**<* +b2 X**5 * b3 X»*6 
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6*6 SPSS PROCEDURE FOR CURVILINEAR REGRESSION 
As described earlier* curvilinear regression can be 
activated by either transformation of equation to linear 
model or by using polynomial function* starting with lowest 
order. For example* 
Y = a + b / X 
can be transformed as Y = a + b v where v = 1/X. 
The value v can be easily computed with the help of 
COMPUTE procedure card and then the regression coffiecients 
are obtained in the similar fashion as already described in 
linear and multilinear regression* 
CURVILINEAR EQN TRANSFORMED EQN PROCEDURE CARD 
Y = a • b / x Y = a t b XI COMPUTE? Xl=l/X 
Y =a»b»»X VI = al • bl*X COMPUTE? Yi=fglO(Y> 
Y=a»X»»b Yl=al + b»Xl COMPUTE?Yl=lgiG<Y> 
COMPUTE? Xl=lglO(X) 
y=a+bX+cX»»2+dX»»3 Y=a*bX+cX2+dX3 COMPUTE? X2=X*X 
COMPUTE? X3=X*»3 
A f t e r computing these new v a r i a b l e s the c o e f f i c i e n t of 
r e g r e s s i o n equat ion can be computed by f o l l o w i n g procedure 
card 
REGRESSION?VARIABLES=Y,X*X2,X3/ 
REGRESSIONS WITH X , X 2 , X 3 / 
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It is possible to fit a polynomial to pass thru any 
number of points by using higher order polynomials but then 
the relationship would be so complicated, and possibly 
unstable* that it will lose practical significance. Hence it 
is wiser not to go beyond cubic equation* Appendix L 
describes the curvilinear regression procedure cards and 
resul ts» 
CHAPTER VII 
QAS - A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH TO ^EGRESSION ANALYSIS 
7*1 QAS for linear regression 
Many practical situations* met in industry and elsewhere 
can be represented by sets of equations linking a collection 
of relevant quantities* It is then useful to be able to 
manipulate data in order to bring out further quantltlve 
information about the real situation or of the consequences 
of choosing particular values for the properties* The matter 
is complicated because of the variety of parameters which may 
be stated and the questions which may be asked* The very 
high level computer language Question Answering System on 
mathematical models (QAS) is a simple but powerful way of 
handling this type of situation* 
An investigation of the model and practical exploitation 
of the knowledge represented by the model usually involves a 
resolution of the set of equations after substitution from a 
subset of properties with known or given values (the input 
subset) in order to obtain the values of some or all of the 
other properties (the output subset)* The QAS provides 
convenient means for storing the algebraic models and for 
their resolution from any conceivable corner* The main power 
of QAS Is In the free manipulation of Input and output 
subsets* 
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In general* the QAS language as currently implemented on 
the Cyber 7k computer is not very convenient for statistical 
computation the latter usually involves fixed sets of input 
and output data and little use can be made of the QAS 
flexibility for their manipulation, QAS statistical models 
are rather robust because the HAS syntax does not allow 
subscripted variables etc* However, some QAS models for 
statistical calculation were found useful and convenient 
like, for instance, model STAT3 for generalized two-parameter 
linear regression with a choice of nine function types. 
An example of QAS conversion is given in Appendix N. 
The model handles up to eight points. Note that the 
transformed coordinates of the points 5, 6, 7, 8 have to be 
assigned equal to 0, so that the whole model may be resolved 
by built-in standard consecutive substitution procedure, 
It is not surprising that x-reclprocal relationship 
gives the value of correlation coefficient closest to 1 and 
the best fit* there is a linear relation between linear 
density of yarn and reciprocal vaUe of yarn count, and also 
approximate linear relationships between yarn density and 
yarn strength as well as yarn strength and fabric strength* 
7,2 QAS for curvilinear regression 
The superiority of QAS for curvilinear regression over 
other computing techniques would be evident from the example 
described in Appendix C* Least Square Method has been used 
for regression analysis in SPSS* But the coefficient of a 
complicated exponential curve as shown below can not be 
computed with the help of SPSS because there is no way to 
transform the equation of a given shape to linear form like » 
P - (1-a) * e*»bt • a 
A close I ooK at the i I lustration given in Appendix P 
would reveal that QAS is an advanced computer language* It 
is extremely easy to create QAS node Is and to find the 
coefficients of more complicated forms of curvilinear 
relationships* The values of coefficients a* b* cf ••• 
giving minimum sum of the squares of difference (Y£-r) have 
to be found* for example* by direct optimization as In 
Appendix P (using Nelder-Mead algorithe of Simplex 
optimization method available In QAS)* Alternatively* we may 
define and put equal to zero partial derivatives of sum of 
squares with respect to a* b* c* ••• and solve the model as 
a system of nonlinear equation by means of Newston-Raphson 
procedure* also built-in in the QAS. 
CHAPTER VIII 
POCKET CALCULATORS AND MICROCOMPJTERS FOR STATISTICAL 
ANALYSIS 
He live in an era of pocket calculators* programmable 
pocket calculators and microcomputers* In order to assess 
the use of pocket calculators in statistical computation* we 
examined the capability of a few of them in the price range 
between $ 20 and several hundreds* 
Texas Instruments TI*30 1691 is a cheap nonprogrammable 
calculator with one memory location* It can be used for 
evaluation of mean and standard deviation in rather laborious 
and inefficient way* Great disadvantage t no hard copy 
output to keep track of the user's actions and calculator's 
responses* 
Texas Instruments SR-51-II differ from the previous one 
by having three memories and several special keys for 
initiation of the procedure of automatic evaluation of mean* 
standard deviation and variance as well as intercept slope 
and correlation in linear regression* The disadvantages 
remain basically the same* 
Texas Instruments TI 58/59 C681 are programmable 
calculators with up to 100 registers for storing the data and 
up to 960 registers for storing the program* There are 
interchangeable solid state modules available* some of them 
containing preprogrammed statistical procedures* The user 
can also create and enter his own programs, which, in case of 
TI-59 can be written and read from magnetic cards. The 
programmabi11ty or program modules reduce considerably the 
"key-stroking" effort needed for performing complicated 
routine calculations Including tie statistical ones* The 
convenience in using these calculators is further enhanced by 
an optional printing device providing hard copy traces of 
user's actions and calculator's responses (results and simple 
pre-programmed messages) on a narrow strip of paper. The 
disadvantages which still remain are the clumsiness of 
writing and inserting the programs using rather low-level 
"machine oriented" set of instructions and storage 
I imitations* 
Hewlett-Packard HP-97 programmable printing calculator 
[70 1 offers much the same facilities as the TI 58/59 
including 26 data storage registers, ZZU steps of program 
memory three levels of subroutines, four flags, 20 
easily-accessed labels, standard packs with prerecorded 
programs and magnetic card for recording and reading user's 
own programs* 
The pocket calculators in general offer inexpensive, 
portable and easy-to-use means for performing simple 
statistical calculations like means and variances of sample 
populations and two-variable regression analysis* Some more 
complicated statistical procedures may be programmed, but 
their complexity being restricted by limited storage 
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capacity* Currently available pocket calculators should 
contribute significantly to developing the taste for 
statistical calculations among students* engineers and 
researchers* However* they may become a mixed blessing in 
serious quality control and research work in two particular 
respects I testing hypothesis and obscuring the results. The 
latter is due to limitations concemig the form and format of 
output* The former seems to be more serious. The capacity 
of pocket calculators is insufficient for providing a variety 
of characterstlcs needed for testing of hypotheses including 
the generating of relevant values of normal* T* F or 
chl»square distribution. Another practical drawback is the 
impossibility to store* edit and recall large collections 
experimental data. This all Justifies usage of computers and 
program packages like SPSS for statistical analyses in years 
to come. 
On the contrary* the microcomputers are persona! 
computers with price tags not too far above pocket 
calculators* and information processing power and convenience 
not too far below the large computer installations* The 
microcomputers are new and their software suport Is not too 
advanced* To the best of our knowledge there is no 
statistical package comparable to SPSS* available and 
implemented on the microcomputers yet* but there is no reason 
why one should or could not be. An important advantage of 
microcomputers is that they usually can be operated both as 
100 
stand-alone computers and as terminals to large time sharing 
systems* It is also possible to exchange programs and data 
between microcomputers and large computers* In information 
processing networks consisting of large computers and 
microcomputers, the former may be used primarily for storing 
large quantities of data and program libraries and performing 
complex information processing tasks whereas the latter are 
more efficient in gathering data at local level and 
performing simpler computation (all the examples in this 
thesis probably all the statistical methods covered by SPSS 
belong to this category)* It is obvious that this 
arrangement would open new prospects on possibilities in 
computer aided decision making based on statistical analysis 
of experimental data and previojs experience* When the 
problem (l*e* objective function and constraints) cannot be 
formulated strictly in terms of linear equations and 
inequalities* more complicated methods of nonlinear and 
dynamic programming have to step in* 
CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS 
SPSS program package was originally written for Social 
Sciences but it can be conveniently used in textiles and 
other engineering fields* Although there are a multitude of 
reasons for wanting to use SPSS system* an unfortunate 
percentage of those desiring to do so are intimidated by the 
size and apperent complexity of SPSS* Mathematical 
statistics plays an indispenslble role in textile research 
and quality control* Use of computers in statistical 
analysis makes it possible to utilize the most sophisticated 
statistical characterstics and procedures without getting 
Involved in laborious manual calculations* consequently to 
improve the design of experiment and to extract maximum 
information from the measurements and observations* 
The "Statistical Package for Social Sciences" (SPSS) 
available at Georgia Tech Cyber 7k computer suits well the 
needs of the researcher at the School of Textile Engineering* 
He can use the package for measures of central values and 
dispersion* analysis of variance* regression analysis etc* 
without getting involved in writing and debugging his own 
programs* 
This compact report will hopefully enable the user to 
get interested in SPSS and learn Its essential steps* Only 
the most frequently used statistical methods and SPSS 
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procedures are described along with several examples* There 
are numerous sophistications employed in SPSS to make it very 
efficient* But those have been avoided In this report in 
order to keep it compact and comprehensive. An Industrious 
programmer may wish to obtain greater efficiency by referring 
to SPSS Manual* But more often than not, the casual user 
does not wish to spend too much time in learning a whole 
programming technique* This report should help this group of 
users* 
The use of SPSS reduces required programming skills on 
the part of the user* but it does not substitute for the 
knowledge of basic principles of mathematical statistics. On 
the contrary, better knowledge of statistical concepts and 
methods, as well as, better understanding of the nature of 
the object of investigation will enable the user to take full 
advantage of the SPSS* 
The thesis also indicates those areas of statistical 
analyses which are not covered by SPSS or for which the use 
of SPSS may be unnecessary and inefficient* Special computer 
program or QAS may help in the first case and pocket 




It is suggested that a user should bear the following 
points for running SPSS subprograms successfully. 
1. The first task is to prepare a data file which is to 
be analysed statistically* It is assumed that the 
user is acquainted with the preparation of a new 
file on a co»puter*Tk« thinner is recommended to refer 
to Cyber '7i» Manual to learn appropriate commands to 
make a file* 
2* The data can be arranged in Fixed or Free format, 
3* The next step after making data file is to make a 
Oata Definition File as explained in Chapter II* It 
consists of data definition cards like FILE NAME. 
RUN NAME, VARIABLE LIST, INPUT MEOIUM, INPUT FORMAT, 
N OF CASES, REAO INPUT CARD and then a procedure 
name and finally EXECUTE card* 
k» If Fixed format is used, always remember to use the 
element Fw.d irrespective of whether the numbers are 
integer or real* 
INPUT FORMAT;FIXED(Fw.d) 
where F Indicates that the variable is numericalt w 
Indicates the column width and d is the number of 
digits to the right of the decimal point. SPSS does 
not recognize the element Iw even for integer 
numbers* 
The data definition cards aid procedure cards must 
be correctly spelled* Any change in these results 
in an error message* 
The user should refer to Cyber 7k SPSS Manual tor 
Interpretation of error messages. 
Data definition file can be edited In Auto-mode 
after entering SPSS* as exolained in Chapter II* 
Any card can be corrected by using the same 
procedure number and rewriting the correct 
statement* The same nuaber in the same file* 
replaces the old statement by the new one* 
No two cards should have the same number unless 
replacement of ttte previous statement is desired* 
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/ G . T E S T 1 
/SPSSONL 
SPSS/ONLINE V^.O 
USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? TEST1 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5.0 FILE NAME;TESTSi 
? 10.0 RUN NAME;DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
? 15,0 VARIABLE LISTJSTRENTH 
? 20.0 INPUT MEDIUMJDISK 
? 25,0 INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELO 
? 30.0 N OF CASES;20 
? 3 5 . 0 FREQUENCIES?GENERAL=ALL 
? <f0.0 OPTIONS57 
? ^5*0 STATISTICS?ALL 







STD ERR .561 
STD DEV 2.511 
SKEWNESS -.136 
MAXIMUM 39.300 









USE ANS SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? TEST1 
AUTO-MOOE 
? 5.0 FILE NAMEJTESTS1 
? 10.0 RUN NAME5DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
? 15.0 VARIABLE LIST?STRENGTH 
? 20.0 INPUT MEOIUMJOISK 
? 25.o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELD 
? 30.C N OF CASES520 
? 35.0 FREQUENCIES?GENERAL=ALL 
? <*o.c STATISTICS;ALL 
? <*5.0 REAO INPUT OATA 
? EXECUTE 















3*» 1 5 . 0 5 . 0 < » Q . Q 
3 6 & 30*0 30*0 7 0 . 0 
37 3 15*0 1 5 . 0 8 5 . 0 
38 1 5.C 5 . 0 9 0 . 0 
3 9 2 10*0 1 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
TOTAL 20 100*0 100.0 100.0 






C M PCT 7mlh5 
STO ERR . 5 6 1 MEDIAN 3 5 . 8 3 3 
STD OEV 2 . 5 1 1 VARIANCE 6 . 3 0 5 
SKEWNESS - • 1 3 6 RANGE 8 . 0 0 0 
MAXIMUM 3 9 . 0 00 SUM 7 0 2 . 0 0 0 






USE AN SPSS FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? TESTi 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5.0 VARIABLE LISTJSTRENTH 
? 10.c INPUT MEDIUM;DISK 
? 15.0 INPUT FORMAT?FREEFIELD 
? 2G.0 N OF CASES520 
? 30.0 FREaUENCIES?GENERAL=ALL 
? kQ.O REAO INPUT DATA 
? EXECUTE 
OX 9 9 *} 2 0 
1 * * * * * * * * * 1 * * * * * * * * * 1 * * * * * * * * * 1 * * * * * * * * * 1 * * * * * * * * * 
C 2 ) * * * * * * * * * * 
(T ) * * * * * 
( £ ) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
( 9 ) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
( T ) 
(2 ) 
i+i ) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 





























USE AN SPSS FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? TEST2 
AUTO-MOOE 
? 5.0 VARIABLE LIST;EL0NG1,ELONG2 
? 10.0 INPUT MEDIUMJDISK 
? i5 .o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELO 
? 20.0 N OF CAS£S;iG 
? 25.C T«TEST;PAIRS= ELONGl WITH EL0NG2 




- - - T*TEST • 
EL0NG1 EL0NG2 
NO.OF CASES 10 10 
MEAN 6«<*000 7*0000 
STD OEV .2906 • 3712 
STD ERROR • 0919 • 117<f 
T-VALUE -«*.G2 
OF 18 
SIG, • 001 
The significance value of ,001 ueans that there is 99.9 
'/. probability of the two samples being from different 
populations* 
1 1 3 
APPENDIX E 
Oneway Ana lys is Of Var iance 
Data f i l e 
1 , 5 6 
1 , 5 5 
1 , 6 2 
1 , 5 9 
1 , 6 0 
2 , 6 4 
2 , 6 1 
2 , 5 0 
2 , 5 5 
2 , 5 6 
2 , 4 5 
3,<f6 
3,<f5 
3 , 3 9 
3 , 4 3 
4 , 4 2 
4 , 3 9 
4 , 4 5 
4 , 4 3 





USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? TEST3 AUTO-MODE 
? 5.c FILE NAME;SIMPLE ONE WAY ANOVA 
? 10.0 VARIABLE LISTJSPEEO,BREAKS 
? 15.G INPUT MEDIUM;DISK 
? 20.0 INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELD 
? 25.0 N OF CASES;20 
? 30.0 READ INPUT DATA 
? 3 5 . 0 ONEWAY5BREAKS BY SP£ED<l t<*> / 
? 3 5 . 1 0 C O N T R A S T = l t 0 . 0 t - l 
? 3 5 . 1 5 C O N T R A S T S , i t - t . O / 




- - • ONEWAY - • «* 
VARIABLE BREAKS BY SPEED 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE D.F. S.S. 
BETWEEN GROUPS 3 1135.00 
WITHIN GROUP 16 203*20 
TOTAL 19 1338.20 
CONTRAST COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
GRP 1 GRP 2 S*P 3 GRP ^ 
M.S. F RATIO F PROS* 
3 7 8 . 3 3 2 9 . 7 9 0 . 0 0 0 
1 2 * 7 0 
CONTRAST 1 1 . .0 0 0 - 1 . 0 
CONTRAST 2 0 1 - 1 0 
CONTRAST 3 1 S i n 1 
VALUE S . E . T-VALUE D . F . T-PROB 
CONTRAST 1 1 6 . U 2.25<f 7 . 2 7 6 16 • COO 
CONTRAST 2 1 3 . 6 2.25<t 6 .03t f 16 • 000 
CONTRAST 3 -C.«» 3 . 1 8 7 - . 1 2 5 16 • 902 
CONTRAST 2 0 1*0 -i»a 0 




2 * Factorial Analysis Of Variance 
Data file 
1 . p i t • 2 2 
1 . .1< • 1 6 
2 »1< • 1 9 
2. . 1 . • 2 3 
i - • 2 . • 8 
l< . 2 , • 1 3 
2 , . 2 , , 1 6 
Z< . 2 , • 1 5 
1 . i 3 i • 9 
1 . i 3 , • 1 0 
2 , 3 , • 1 3 
Zi r3< • 1 6 
/SPSSONL 
SPSS/ONLINE Vf.O 
USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? TEST<» 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5.0 VARIABLE LIST;CONC,DYESTUFF.DEPTH 
? 10.0 INPUT MEDIUMJDISK 
? i5.o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELO 
? 20.0 N OF CASES;i2 
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? 2 5 . 0 READ INPUT OATA 
? 30 .0 ANOVA;DEPTH BY CONC»DYESTUFF(i,3) 
? EXECUTE 
ENTERING SPSS 
- - • ANOVA - - -
DEPTH BY CONC, OYESTUFF 
SOURCE S.S. OF M.S. F F PROB. 
CONC 12.500 1 12.500 0.502 • 492 
OYESTUFF 103.000 2 51.500 2*0 69 • 169 
CONC * OYESTUFF 70*333 
CVJ 35,167 1*493 • 263 
EXPLAINED 185.883 5 37.167 1.493 .263 
RESIDUAL 298*667 12 24.889 
TOTAL 484.500 17 24.500 
Here the RESIDUAL is synonymous to the term ERROR used 
in the text. It is the difference of Total and Explained 
variation. Explained variation Is sum of the effects of 
individual variables* The sign "*" between the variables as 




2 - Factorial Analysis Of Variance 
Oata file 
ltl .1 ,3,5 
ltl ,1 ,3.2 
ltl ,2 ,2.<* 
ltl ,2 ,2,8 
ltl »3 ,2,9 
ltl »3 • 2.7 
l*2i ,1 ,2.1 
1,2, ,1 ,2.3 
1*2 ,2 .3.1 
1*2 >2, ,3.1 
1*2, >3, .3.4 
1,2, ,3, ,3*3 
2*li ,1, ,2.5 
2,1, .1, >2.<+ 
2*2, ,2 »3,2 
2,1, .2, ,3.1 
2,1, >3, .3.6 
2*1, >3, .3.3 
2*2, 1, 2.8 
2,2, 1, .2*7 
2,2, ,2, 3«<> 
2,2, 2, 3.5 
2*2, 3, 3.2 
/SPSSONL 
SPSS/ONLINE V<f.D 
USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL FILE NAME 
? ANOVA«» 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5.0 VARIABLE LIST5MIXING,FEED,NEEDLES,NEPS 
? 10.0 INPUT MEDIUM;DISK 
? i5 .o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELD 
? 20.0 N OF CASES;2<t 
? 25.C READ INPUT OATA 
? 30.0 ANOVA!NEPS BY MIXING,FEED,NEEDLES(1,3) 
? EXECUTE 
ENTERING SPSS 
- - «t ANOVA • «• » 
NEPS BY MIXING, FEED, NEEDLES 
SOURCE OF ' VARIATION S . S . DF M . S . F F PRO 
MIKING • 22<t 1 • 22<f 8*<f90 • 013 
FEED • 0 31 1 . 0 3 1 1 . 1 7 3 . 3 0 0 
NEEDLES 1 . 2 6 6 2 . 6 3 3 2 3 * 9 9 1 • 0 0 1 
MIXING » FEED • 063 1 • 063 2 * 3 8 7 • l<f8 
MIXING » NEEDLES . 3 2 5 2 . 1 6 3 6 . 1 5 8 • 01<f 
FEED » NEEDLES • 7t*i* 2 . 3 7 2 l«f#0 97 • 0 0 1 
MIXING * FEED * NEEDLES 1 * 2 2 3 2 • 6 1 1 2 3 * 1 6 9 • 0 0 1 
EXPLAINED l 3 . 9 8 3 1 1 . 3 6 2 1 3 * 7 2 2 • 0 0 1 
RESIDUAL . 3 1 7 12 • 026 
TOTAL <*.300 23 • 187 
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PRINT*,"WRITE FREQUENCY VALUES, PRINT 999 AT END-
DO 5 N=l,25 
PRINT*,N 
READ*,M(N) 











IF(EXFRQ.GE.S) GO TO 100 
EXFRQ=EXFRQ+EF1 
M(I)=M(I)+M(I-1) 





P R I N T * t C H I S Q 








USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL OATA FILE NAME 
? SCATER 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5»0 VARIABLE LIST;RVALUEtPHEIGHT 
? 10.0 INPUT MEDIUM;DISK 
? i5«o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELD 
? 20.0 N OF CASES;i8 
? 25*0 READ INPUT DATA 
? 30.0 SCATTERGRAM?RVALUE WITH PHEI5HT 
? 35#0 PEARSON CORR;RVALUE WITH PHEIGHT 
? EXECUTE 
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• «! - SCATTERGRAM • > 9 DOWN RVALUEt ACROSS PHEIGHT 











• I I * 
I 1 * 1 
I I • I 
I I * I 
I 1 * 1 
I 1 * 1 
I * I I 
I I * I 
I • I I 
I * I I 
I * I I 
I * I I 
I* * I I 
I • ^ I I 
•* I I 
.140 .344 .549 .753 .958 
12<» 
PLOTTED VALUES - 18 
EXCLUOED VALUES - 0 
MISSING VALUES - 0 
•»-* PEARSON CORRELATION - - -
VARIABLE PAIR COEFF. N SIG. 
RVALUE PHEIGHT «9«»58 18 .000 
APPENOIX J 




USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? SCATER 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5«0 VARIABLE LIST;RVALUE»PHEIGHT 
? 1Q«0 INPUT MEDIUMTOISK 
? i5«o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELO 
? 20.0 N OF CASESU8 
? 25.0 READ INPUT DATA 
? 30 .0 R E G R E S S I O N ; V A R I A B L E S = R V A L U E » P H E I G H T 





DEP* VAR« — '* RVALUE 
MEAN RESPONSE 1 . 3 1 5 6 
STDc OEV» • 6 0 2 8 
MULTIPLE R . 91*58 
R SQUARE . 8 9 ^ 5 
STO DEV • 2018 
AOJ R SQ • 8 8 7 9 
ANOVA OF S.S M . S . F F PR09. 
REGRESSION 1 5 , 5 2 5 5 . 5 2 5 1 3 5 . 6 2 1 • 00 0 
RESIOUAL 16 . 6 5 2 • Q<»1 
VARIABLE B S . E . B F S I G , 
PHEIGHT 2. . 1 5 9 • 1 8 5 1 3 5 . 6 2 1 . 0 0 0 
CONSTANT •:' 355 • 095 L 3 . 9 0 1 . 0 0 2 
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FORTRAN program for creating SPSS data file from the marker 
bank In Table 7. 
PROGRAM AREAS(INPUT = 65/72,OUTPUT,TAPE7,TAPE 8) 
C SPSS DATA FILE GENERATOR I 
C Xi = A X2=IS A3=JS 
1 READ (7,101) A, B 
A=1.63 88888889»A»B 
IS=JS=0 
2 READ (7,») ZtK 
IF (K.LE.O) GO TO 3 
IS=IS+K*(I/100) 
JS=JS+K»MOO(I,100> 
GO TO 2 
3 WRITE (8,102) A,FLOAT(IS),FLOAT(JS) 
IF (K.EQ.O) GO TO 1 
STOP 
101 FORMAT (18X,F5«2,1X,F5,2) 
102 FORMAT (F8.2,2F6.0) 
END 
SPSS Data F i l e Represent ing Area, Length and Waist 
3 6 j . c c 70. 64. 342 51 O O 64 1436.33 3 06 8 09. 1464 c'4 3 02. 830. 
3 2 7. 6 3 69. 56. Z' C i 6 0 67 c er 1473.05 3 06 . 819. 1 -• _' O y y coo . 834. 
369.32 74 61 Z' r o 10 69 c« r 1523.33 •3 0 4 233. 1 Zs 3 i* 59 269. C'Z*C- • 
325.66 n!;! 59 349 7 o 64 65 1465.23 3 01 - CCZ< m 1 35 0. o r •Z' t' -Z' • 899. 
361.54 c* y 65. -' O 3 • 6. -j* i" C 61 1513.77 311 » cc r' » 1 Z' r r • 34 334. 897. 
353.57 63 62. :-c>7 99 i* -Z' 
j - •* 
6 1 1442.51 297 • c' c -J • 1 343. 35 •Z'> O -< m 311. 
ji' C • 1 C 6 3 6» y 
-i C" •" 
Z' --1 ^Z* 56 O C' r. o 1452.31 3 01 21 3. 1 395. 67 ooo - 3 1 3. 
353.90 64 63 z> ._» o 5 0 7 0 60 1436.45 3 09 • » — l _ •_' • 1 337 29 364. 31 3. 
3 5 Li.DO 67 62. 349. 04 6 9 60 L437.13 305 . 212. 2 079 43 435. 384. 
341.94 67 6 0 347. 95 70 •="6 1477.17 3 06 • C C -' . 2129 71 432. Z' •-' i • 
37 0.3 0 i' -S' 6 2 Z* Z' C 33: 6 7 •Ii 1' . 5 03.69 3 09 223. 2129 . —16 423. 343. 
343.34 69 6 0 
- . C" -~i 
-I* •_' -Z' 36 63 D u -476.69 311 21 3. 21 05 •39 483. 334. 
6 01.09 66- h o 343 r i~i ~l 7 0 59 L422.49 307 2 06. 2125 6 r 48 0. 349. 
342. 12 - i - i r c 54 354 9'9 7 0 6 0 1425.42 307 '. 2 06. 2132 06 423. 341. 
353.69 6 y 62 Z> O O 95 D O 5 9 1 454. 309. 2! ̂ . 21 7 0 92 436. 344. 
370.61 6-7 r.K 354 r.7 71 59 1 •* 2 0. 61 '3 05. 2 03. 3134 C i' 42 0. 343. 
342.39 65 62 374 6 0 7 0 6'6 1437.53 3 04. 211. i.5 03: 9 8 5 1J 2 397. 
316.94 71 61 3 3 0 74 71 6 7 1436.61 31 9. 216. 245 0 08 5 07. "-' 9 5 
354.66 67 64 334 O C 71 6 y 1514.22 ~. -1 -7 C C _i . 25 04 C'C 5 05. 4 01 . 
36 0. 56 64 . D O Z' r' •_' O C 71 r,r, 1454.3 0 3 03:. •". i -~. C i C . 2542. 93 5 06. 410. 
341.33 71 c c • -Ji •_' 693 76 123 136 •i .-i - - - i - . 1 4 D D . i •-'• 3 05. 21 3. 2531 24 5 04. 4 06. 
326.59 62 6 0 744 79 1 33 133 1445.11 3 09. 21 0. 2476 3 0 5 07. 391. 
•336.92 i' •_. rr •-. _i|~- . 1 034 74 21 0 173 1443.40 3 03. 211. 2492 . C'C 5 03. 398. 
--«c" -. •-. .1 
O-JC . .'4 |'' C 58 1 096 29 214 137 1459.96 3 09. 214. 2574 3 0 58 0. 41 j 5. 
362.66 71 62 . 1475 5 c! 3 06 22 0 1461.69 3 06. 215. 2512 . 23 5 07. -:99. 
323.04 62 61 . 1 374. c r co 7 211 1495.16 310. c c z> * 2455 . 31 5 09. o o c . 
326. 73 65 er-7 _i r . 1 -' i r • y y 3 3 o 212 1 4 4 6 . C' 6 3 02. 216. 2455 . 5 0 5 03. z< o c . 
344.55 64 64 •i i 379 0 9 c' o Z' 312 1486.67 —' J i' • C C -Z> m d 511 . 64 5 06. 4 01. 
ro 
CD 




USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL DATA FILE NAME 
? MARKER 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5«0 VARIABLE LIST;AREA,LENGTH,WAIST 
? 1Q«0 INPUT MEDIUM;OISK 
? i5#o INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELO 
? 20.0 N OF CASES?il3 
? 25.0 READ INPUT DATA 
? 30,0 REGRESSION;VARIABLES=AREA,LENGTH,WAIST 




- - - REGRESSION - • • 






MULTIPLE R .9995 
R SQUARE • 9990 
STD DEV 2<*.6271 
AOJ R SQR .9990 
ANOVA OF S.S. M.S. F SIG. 
REGRESSION 2 •68E+G8 .33E+Q8 •56E+05 • 612 
RESIDUAL 110 •68E+05 606.50 • 000 
VARIABLE B S.E. F SIG. 
LENGTH 2.979 0.11<» &79.063 • 000 
WAIST <t«308 0,152 259«3*f2 • 000 
CONSTANT -•008 <f«308 .00 0 .999 
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APPENDIX I 
Multiple Regression And Fabric Geometry 
KC KW SC SW < 
4 .036 4 . 5 5 7 4 5 13 .492 
4 . 4 4 8 4 .0 3 3 3 7 15 .063 
5 .884 3 . 3 5 5 1 7 1 8 . 0 65 
4 . 1 7 1 4 . 4 5 9 3 5 13 .207 
4 , 8 3 7 3 . 7 2 1 1 8 16 .126 
5 .894 3 .180 0 9 18 .117 
3 . 7 7 8 4*644 2 9 11 .828 
4 . 4 9 7 3 . 7 6 3 1 8 l t» .491 
5 .423 3*482 1 11 1 0 . 2 9 8 
4 . 0 8 1 4 . 8 8 3 4 2 13.550 
4*291 4 . 6 1 7 4 3 14 .362 
4 .870 4 . 1 1 7 5 5 15 .950 
4 .273 4 .550 4 3 14 .011 
4 .554 4 . 2 5 0 4 2 15 .029 
4 .791 4 .050 3 4 15 .613 
3 . 6 6 9 4*531 2 5 11 .982 
4 .032 3 . 9 8 4 1 5 U . 2 4 5 
4 .641 3 . 4 5 2 1 5 1 6 . 4 7 1 
4 .255 4 . 2 8 1 5 2 13 .498 
4 . 3 7 1 4 . 0 6 4 5 2 1 4 . 9 0 4 
^•871 3.7V6 3 
<*.05<t <*.38i 5 
U.498 3,98tf h 
5.118 3 .587 k 
3.805 i f .361 2 
1+.258 3 .852 1 
/AT,SPSSONL/UN=LIBRARY /SPSSONL 
SPSSONLINE 
USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 
ENTER LOCAL OATA FILE NAME 
DREG 
AUTO-MODE 
? 5.0 VARIABLE LIST KC»KW,SC.SW,K 
? 10.0 INPUT MEOIUM DISK 
? 15.0 INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELD 
? 20.0 N OF CASES 27 
? 25.0 REGRESSION VARIABLES=KC,KW,SC,SW,K 
? 25.10 R£GRESSION=KC WITH SCtSW,K 
? 25.15 REGRESSION=KW WITH SC,SWfK 
? READ INPUT OATA 
? EXECUTE 
1 5 . 6 7 2 
1 3 . 0 1 7 
l<f.2QC 
1 5 . 7 5 3 
1 2 . 0 6 2 
1 3 . 6 1 0 
ENTERING SPSS 
- - - REGRESSION - - • 
OEP. VAR. - — KC 
MEAN RESPONSE 4.53211 
STO OEV .57591 
MULTIPLE R . 9 4 4 8 
R SQUARE .8936 
STO DEV .2007 
ADJ. R SGU .8786 
ANOV/A DF S.S. M.S. F-VAL F-PROB. 
REGRESSION 3 7.697 2.566 63.707 G 
RESIDUAL 23 • 926 • 040 
VARIABLE B S.E. F-VAL F-PROB. 
K 0.312 • 025 154.270 0 
SW 0.040 • 023 3.060 • 094 
SC O.029 • 036 .667 .423 
CONSTANT • •333 • 422 .624 • 437 
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DEP. VAR - - - KW 
MEAN RESPONSE 4 . 0 4 1 8 5 
STD DEV • 4 6 7 7 5 
MULTIPLE R • 8963 
R SQUARE • 80 34 
STO DEV • 2 2 0 5 
ADJ. R SQ. • 7777 
ANOVA OF S, >S. M . S . F-VAL F-PROB 
REGRESSION 3 4 . ,570 1 . 5 2 3 3 . 3 2 3 • 000 
RESIDUAL 23 1. ,119 I 0 . 0 4 9 
VARIABLE B S . E . F -
K " . 1 9 8 • 028 5 1 , 3 6 7 0 
SC 0 . 1 2 9 • 040 1 Q . 5 9 0 • 003 
SW 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 5 0 . 6 1 9 • 440 
CONSTANT 6 . 5 0 0 • 4 6 4 1 9 6 * 5 0 4 0 
APPENDIX M 
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USE AN SPSS SYSTEM FILE THIS RUN 
? NO 




? 5.0 VARIABLE LIST SCORE,SALES 
? 10.0 INPUT MEDIUM;DISK 
? 15.0 INPUT FORMAT;FREEFIELO 
? 20.C N OF CASESUO 
? 2 5 . 0 READ INPUT DATA 
? 3 0 . 0 COMPUTE SCORE2=SC0RE»SC0RE 
? 3 5 . 0 REGRESSION VARIA8LES=SALES,SCORE,SCORE2/ 
? 3 5 . 1 0 REGRESSION=SALES WITH SCORE,SCORE2/ 
? EXECUTE 
ENTERING SPSS. 
- REGRESSION - - -
OEP. VAR. — • SALES 
MEAN RESPONSE 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 
STO DEV 2 . 3 9 0 5 
MULTIPLE R . 7 1 9 9 
R SQUARE . 5 1 8 3 
STD DEV 1 . 7 9 2 0 
ADJ R SQ • <t380 
ANOVA DF S . : b* M .S . F-VAL F-PROB 
REGRESSION 2 «•! . t*65 2 0 . 7 3 2 6.<f*56 • 012 
RESIOUAL 12 38, . 5 3 5 3 . 2 1 1 
1 3 7 
VARIABLE B S.E. F-VAL F-PROB 
SCORE .426 • 257 2.757 • 123 
SC0RE2 -.002 • 002 1.783 • 207 
CONSTANT -6.962 8. 949 • 605 • 452 
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APPENDIX N 
QAS FO? MULTIPLE REGRESSION 




36 0.3 0 
Assuming a linear relationship first! 
AT.QAS/UN=LIBRARY 
/QAS 
? AM STAT3 
? AM REG«» 
? AI XI 8,XZ 16,X3 32,X<t 36,XT5,XT6,XT7. XT8 
? AI Yl 1,52,Y2 071,Y3 .3. YT5. YT6.YT7, YT32 *Y<* .3 
? NP it 





The correlation coefficient is not very good, so, let us try 
other function types using so called Scalar model. 
? MS 
MULTIPLE SCALAR MODE, WP? 1 
NAME? FT 
NUMBER OF CASES ? 5 
i CASE 
FT ? EXPONENT 
2 CASE 
FT ? LOGARITHM 
3 CASE 






CASE Ai Bi CC 
1 7.<+G77E-0i -5.6851E»42 9.8222E-01 
2 3.0989E+00 -S«02Q6£»01 9.7886E-G1 
3 2«7003E+00 ^1»0981E*00 9»99<»GE-Oi 
<• -6#7920E-02 1.2663E+Q1 9.9973E-01 
5 •i,39<*6E«01 9«8723E-»B2 9.9817E-01 
APPENDIX P 
QAS For Curvilinear Regression 
/AT,QAS,CQAS/UN=LIBRARY 
/QAS 
MASIA - LEAST SQ METHOD FOR Y= (1-A)»EXP(B-X)*A 
15 0 5 0 
1 XEl EXPERIMENTAL COORDINATES 
2 XE2 — — — - " 
3 XE3 • « • — — m " — — — 
*• XEk — ™— " 
5 YE1 -*••-•— '• • » . — • -
6 YE2 — * — - » — " — — — 
7 YE3 - • — « • • - " 
a YE«» — — ™ . •• ------
9 Yl CALCULATED VALUES 
10 Y2 — — - — " 
11 Y3 ™ " 
12 Yk • » • • — • " ••••--• 
13 A EQUATION COEFFICIENTS 
Ik B EQUATION COEFFICIENTS 






B - LEAST SQ METHOD FOR Y=(1-A-C*XE)•EXP(B*X>+A+C»XE 





















SSs|Yl-Y£l!»*2 + (Y2-YE2)*»2+(Y3-YE3>»*2 + (Y^-YE«f)»*2 
The above two QAS models are very similar except that 
the regression equation is slightly different. The purpose 
is to explore which equation fits best to the example 
described below* 
The values of strength of a NONEX fabric* when exposed 
to sunshine for 50* 100* 150 and 2QG hours exhibited a drop 
to 80.3* 69.9* 6̂ .tf and 61.5%. The degration process 
generally follows the relationship 
P=(l-a).e*»(b.K)+a 
or more generally 
P = 1 - (a+ct)<e»»bt=l) 
What are the constants a and b which fit best the 
experimental values using LSM ? 
? DF MASIA AO A,B,SS AI XE1 50. XE2 10D.XE3 150 
? AI XE*f 200,YE1 .803,*E2 .699,VE3 .Skk,YEk .615 





Now let us try the regression equation used in MASIB and 
see if that fits better. 
I<t3 
? OF MASIB;AO A,8,C,SSJAI XEI 50, XE2 1G0,XE3 150 
? AI XEi* 200,YEi .803,YE2 •699«YE3 .6<*<f,YEif *f>15 






The value of SS in this case is lower than the 
corresponding value in MASIA, which raeans that the equation 
P-(i-a-C.X).e*»(b.<)+a+C.X 
is a closer approximation to the best fit. 
i<f<+ 
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